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The class of syntactic operators is defined. If a full AFL .La is not closed under 
a syntactic operator Q, then repeated application of @ to --~ produces an infinite 
hierarchy of full AFLs and the closure of .~a under Q is not full principal. If .~a 1 and ~a 2
are incomparable full AFLs, then the least full AFL containing .~a 1 and ~a is not closed 
under any syntactic operator. I f L  is any generator of a full AFL ~ closed under any 
syntactic operator, then all of ~a may be expressed as finite state translations of L 
(without applying concatenation or star). It is shown that substitution, insertion, 
intercalation and homomorphic replication are all syntactic operators. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
Recently there have been several investigations ofhierarchies of families of langua- 
ges, particularly hierarchies caused by repeated application of operators uch as 
substitution and intersection [3, 5, 15, 16, 20, 24, 30, 34]. In some cases it was observed 
that a finite number of applications of the operator suffices to produce the relevant 
closure, as the family of quasi-realtime Turing machine languages i  both the least 
intersection closed AFL containing the context-free languages and the family of 
languages obtained by applying a nonerasing homomorphism to the intersection of 
three context-free languages [3]. Certain operators, such as nested iterated substitu- 
tion [23], are idempotent in the sense that one application brings closure. It was shown 
in [20] that substitution always induces an infinite hierarchy among full semiAFLs. 
In this paper we generalize this result o a class of operators on full semiAFLs sharing 
the hierarchy properties of substitution. To make this precise, we need a few defini- 
tions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A semiAFL is a family of languages containing at least one non- 
empty set and closed under union, nonerasing homomorphism, inverse homomorphism 
and intersection with regular sets. An AFL is a semiAFL closed under concatenation 
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and Kleene + J A full semiAFL (AFL) is a semiAFL (AFL) closed under homomor- 
phism. 
DEFINITION 1.2. I f  5~ is a family of languages, jg(~qo) [~(5r is the least (full) 
semiAFL containing ~r and o~(oW) (~.(~qo)) is the least (full) AFL  containing 5r 
I f  ~ ~ .~(~) ,  then oW is a core of ~LP~. If  for each L ~ ~'~, ~(~)  @ ~'(.W --  {L)), 
then oW is independent. I f ~a = {L}, then we write Jg(L) (respectively, d{(L), ~'(L), 
~(L ) )  for -:#({L}) (respectively, J/]({L}), o~'({L}), ~({L})). 
DEFINITION 1.3. I f  L is a language, then Jg(L) (respectively d/Z(L), ~-(L), o~(L)) 
is a prineipal semiAFL (respectively full principal semiAFL, principal AFL, full principal 
AFL). ThenL  is an m-generator f 5r ---- rift(L), and agenerator of ~ = g(L ) .  
DEFINITION 1.4. Let 271 be finite and for each a in 271 let r(a) be a language. Let 
~-(e) {e}. Let r(al"'" an) ~-- r(al)"" r(an), ai ~ 271, and for L _C 271" , let 
9 ( L )= 
weL 
Then ~ is a substitution on L. I f  each r(a) is in ~r for a 6 271, then r is an ~CP-substitu- 
tion. Let ~ be the family of regular sets and d 0 the family of e-free regular sets. 2 I f  
each 7(a) @ ~, then r is a regular substitution. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let s  = {r(L) [L a 4 ,  ~ an ~-substitution}. ~ is substitu- 
tion closed if ~eoW _C ~.  Let oq~(o,W) be the least substitution closed full AFL  con- 
taining of. 
I f  oW is a full semiAFL that is not closed under substitution, then .L,C~oW is not 
substitution closed and ~(~)  is not a full principal AFL;  if ~ and 5r are incompar- 
able full semiAFLs, 5r ~ is not substitution closed [20]. Our general result will be 
to define a class of operators, the syntactic operators, for which the above theorems 
also hold, and to show the existence of many syntactic operators in addition to sub- 
stitution. 
The results on substitution were based on a key syntactic lemma regarding a 
special type of substitution. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Languages L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint if L 1 4= r v6 L2 and 
there are 27a and 272 such that L 1 _C 271% L2 C 272+, and 271 N 272 = r 
1 We let A* be the monoid generated by A with identity e; then A + = AA*. 
2 A language ise-free if it does not contain e. A family of languages i e-free if all of its members 
are e-free. A family of languages i nonregular if it contains at least one nonregular language. 
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D~ImTION 1.7. For languages L a C 271" and L~ _C Z'2* , leo 
a(L 1 , L~) = {alwl "" a,w, [ al "" an EL1, al ~ Z1, wi ~L2 ,1 ~ i ~ n} tA {e ] e ~ L1}. 
It was noticed in [8] that the binary operation (r(L1, L2) on languages induces the 
operator ~O.LP 2on semiAFLs. We start by defining a simple operator on full semi- 
AFLs, ~ @ 4 ,  associated with a binary operation @ (L1, L2) on languages (Defini- 
tion 2.2). 
Lemma 2.1 of [20] states that ifL 1 andL~ are strongly disjoint languages and ~ and 
are full semiAFLs such that a(L1, L~) ~ s then L 1 ~ ~ or L 2 ~ 4 .  This 
lemma is the basis for our definition of syntactic operators. We define two properties 
of simple operators: 
(A) I fL  1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint languages and ~q is a full semiAFL such that 
@ (L1, L~) ~ ~ ,  then either L 1 ~ ~ or L 2 ~ c~,. 
(B) If L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint languages and ~ and ~ are full semi- 
AFLs such that @ (L1, L2) ~ ~a @ 4 ,  either L1 ~ ~1 or L2 ~ 4 .  
Property (A) is a generalization f a form of Lemma 2.1 of [20], using the fact that 
is a full semiAFL contained in every full semiAFL and ~(~c#)= ~6J/2(5~) [7]. 
Property (B) is the straightforward generalization to arbitrary operators. We define 
syntactic operators as simple operators possessing property (A) and a weakened form 
of (B) (Definition 2.8). 
In Section 2, we show that if @ is a syntactic operator and 2;o is a full semiAFL not 
closed under @, then ~ @ ~ is not closed under @ (Lemma 2.3), and the least full 
@-closed (semi)AFL containing ~ is not a full principal (semi)AFL (Theorem 2.2). 
If ~ and ~ are incomparable full semiAFLs (i.e., neither ~ _C ~ nor ~ C ~) ,  
then neither .LP x @ ~ nor ~O(~a @ -s can be @--closed (Theorem 2.3). If ~ is a 
full semiAFL closed under any syntactic operator and ~ _C ~(5 : )  for any family of 
languages 5:, then ~ C ~(5  #) (Lemma 2.5). A full AFL ~ is uniformly star closed 
if whenever c# = ~(5:),  then .~P = ~(5:) .  A full AFL s closed under any syn- 
tactic operator is uniformly star closed (Theorem 2.1); in particular any generator f 
is an m-generator. 
If 5: is a family of bounded languages, then J/r contains no nonregular AFLs. 4 
Thus ~" (5:) is uniformly star dosed if and only if 5: _C ~ (Theorem 2.4). In particular, 
a full bounded AFL contains no nonregular AFL closed under any syntactic operator. 
Moreover, if ~ and ~ are nonregular AFLs, and @ is any syntactic operation, then 
no full bounded AFL can contain ~ @ ~ (Corollary to Theorem 2.4). This general- 
In  [20] and [22] we used the clumsier notation ~(Lx)  for a(L~, L~). Here we use a(L~, L~) 
to emphasize that cr is a binary operation on languages. 
A language L is bounded i f L  _C w~* ..- w~* for words wx ,..., w,, .  An  AFL  s is full bounded 
if .~e = ~(s  for a family 5 r of bounded languages. 
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izes the result of Goldstine that ~c ld~LP 2 cannot be contained in any full bounded AFL 
[19]. 
A full AFL ~a splits if it can be expressed as ~ -- ,~(~ t) ~)  for incomparable 
full AFLs ~1 and ~.  We define 
~,,(~) {L ~ S I,~(L) ~c ~}; 
for a full principal AFL, ~(~)  consists of the nongenerators. A nonregular full 
principal AFL s does not split if and only if ~ has no independent core of size larger 
than one if and only if any core of 2~' contains agenerator if and only if ~(s is the 
unique maximal full AFL properly contained in ~ (Theorem 3.1). A full AFL s 
which is not fldl principal and does not split has no independent core and if ~ is a 
full AFL properly contained in ~qa then ~ C ~ C ~,a for some full AFL ~ (Theo- 
rem 3.2). If ~ is a full principal AFL closed under a syntactic operator @, then 
does not split, ~2j(2,~) is a full AFL closed under @ and .A~,5(s consists of precisely 
those members of 2,( 2which are not m-generators (Theorem 3.3). 
Sections 2 and 3 establish the properties of syntactic operators. Sections 4 and 5 
give examples of syntactic operators other than substitution. Section 4 discusses 
insertion, a form of substitution, shows insertion to be a syntactic operator and dis- 
cusses ome of its special properties. The stack languages are not closed under sub- 
stitution [22] but are closed under insertion. Hence the family s162 of one-way stack 
languages does not split, ~(~qa) is closed under insertion, and every generator of 
is an m-generator. The same is true of the nonerasing stack languages. 
Section 5 deals with two infinite classes of syntactic operators: the intercalations 
and the homomorphic replications [12]. 
2. SYNTACTIC OPERATORS 
In this section we define syntactic operators and use a series of lemmas and theorems 
to prove the general hierarchy theorem on full semiAFLs (Theorem 2.2), and to 
establish other properties of syntactic operators. We also prove the following generali- 
zation of a result of Goldstine [19]: a nonregular AFL closed under any syntactic 
operation cannot be contained in any full bounded AFL. 
A binary operator @ assigns to an ordered pair (~  , ~)  of families of languages a 
family of languages ~ written ~'a ~ ~ @ ~ 9 We are interested in operators simply 
related to operations on languages. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A binary operator @ on families of languages i associated with 
a binary operation @ on languages if for all full semiAFLs ~ and ~LP~, 
G @ G = "///]({@ (L1, L2) }L1 ff ~1, L2 ff G})" 
571/6/I-3 
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DEFINITION 2.2. A binary operator @ on families of languages i  simple if it is 
associated with some binary operation on languages and if for any full semiAFLs 
and 4 ,  
The associated operation is also called simple. 
When no confusion exists, we shall use the same symbol for both the operator and 
the associated operation. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If ~ is a family of languages, ~ is closed under a binary opera- 
tion | if (~)(L1, L2) e ~v for all L1, L 2 e 5r Then j/C~| is the least full semiAFL 
containing ~ and closed under @ and o~| is the least full AFL containing 5r 
and closed under | 
As an immediate corollary of our definitions we have: 
COROLLARY. Let the simple operator | be associated with the operation |
Then a full semiAFL ~,r is closed under | if and only if ~r ~ 5r (~ oW --~ J/[|162 
and a full AFL ~q is closed under Q if and only if ~.W ~- ~ @ s _~ ~|162 
Most of the operators induced by binary operations have stronger properties 
than those given in the previous definition. For example, we usually have 
0~1 u ~ C 5r 1 | ~ for all families ~ and ~cp~ closed under nonerasing homomor- 
phism. In addition, most of these operators carry full principal semiAFLs into full 
principal semiAFLs even though, as we shall see, J//]| is usually not full principal. 
Furthermore, the generator of ~1 | ~ can often be obtained by applying | to 
suitable strongly disjoint generators of ~ and ~ (although for substitution one needs 
a m-generator f~ ' (~)  which may not be in ~-cP2). We have chosen to give the minimal 
conditions which serve our purpose and are easy to state. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (Substitution). The fact that substitution is a simple operator follows 
from the results of [8] and is easy to verify directly. If o~ 1and ~ contain all unit sets, 
clearly ~ u ~ _C ~0~.  If ~ and ~ are full semiAFLs, so is ~0~ [18]. The 
operator 8- is associated with the operation a defined in Definition 1.7. If r(a) = aL 2 , 
a ~ Z1, and L 1 _C Z'l* , clearly a(L 1 , L2)= T(L1) , so a is a substitution. If r(L) is a 
substitution, L C_ Xl* , r(L) C_ ,Y,~*, and d, d are new symbols for a ~ 271, let 
Then 
L2---- I,J dr(a) and 
a~,~ 1 
L1 = {al "'" fin [ ai e Z1,  al ... an e L} U {e { e eL}.  
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for the homomorphism h defined by h(•) = h(a) = e, a e Z' 1 and h(b) = b, b E ~.  
Notice that the definition of o~(~q') in Definition 1.5 does indeed coincide with Defini- 
tion 2.3 for @ -- or. 
EXAMPLE 2.2 (Boolean Operators). The Boolean operators on families of languages 
are quite different from the operators associated with Boolean operations on languages. 
The former are not simple whereas the latter are so defined. 
The operator u does not preserve closure under union. The operator associated 
with union on languages is ~fl v ~f2 = {L1 w L 2 ILl ~ ~1,  L~ 6 ~f2}, which is clearly 
a simple operator. 
The operator n among families of languages clearly violates Definition 2.2. The 
simple operator associated with intersecting two languages is 
~@~ = f i (~ l  ^ ~) ,  
where for families of languages ~'4'1, ~ ,  
~fl A ~f2 = {L1 N Z 2 ]Z 1 E '~fl, L2 E ~-Cf2} 
and 
~(~)  = {h(L) ]L ~ s  h a homomorphism}. 
The fact that 3r ^ 5r is a full semiAFL for ~ and ~ full semiAFLs is estab- 
lished in [10]. It is shown in [8] that if 
Shuff(Lx ,L2) = {x~ya ... x, ,yn ] x~ ... xn eL I  , y~ ... y,, ~L2} ,
and if L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint, then 
d/](L1) @ J//(L2) = J](Shuff(L~ ,L2)), 
so (~) is also induced by Shuff(L 1 , Lz). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let @ be a simple operator. The operators q)| and FRO.,, are 
defined inductively as follows: 
~| = z ,  = Fr| 
and 
fo rn  ~ 1. 
9 | = ~| | ~|163 
~| = ('~'Fr| | (.~,S'~| 
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Where no confusion exists we shall use ~n for ~| qa) and Tn for ~|  
Defining ~b| ) as ~b|162 ) @ 5e, would cause difficulties since @ is often 
nonassociative among full semiAFLs. 
We note at once without proof: 
LEMMA 2.1. 
and 
I f  @ is a simple operator, and ~q~ afull semiAFL, 
~| = U r174 
n~>l 
d|  = U 7,| 
n~>l 
I f  @ is substitution, then o~| = j/.2| for a full semiAFL 5r On the other 
hand, we see in Section 4 that if @ is insertion, then if 5f  is not closed under @, 
,/r162 is not a full AFL and ~,&/r174 is not closed under @. Hence in general 
we do not have o~| ~ = 4~0d']| or o~| j/]| Thus to obtain 
o~| ~ we must interweave the operators @ and "~O" as we do in Definition 2.4. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A class /2 of pairs of languages is complete if for all pairs of 
languages (L1, L2) , there exist (L1, L2) c -(2 such that 
JC[(L i U {e}) d/l(L i W {e}), i = 1, 2. 
For any complete class f2, we shall call L 1 and L 2 D-disjoint if (L 1 , L2) 6 .(2. 
I f L  _C Z'l* , Z' a n Z' 2 = r and h : Za* -+ Z'2* is a one-one length preserving homo- 
morphism, we call h(L) a renaming of L. I f  hl(La) is a renaming ofL 1 , h~(L2) is a rena- 
ming of L 2 in a different alphabet from hi(L1) , and c~ and fl are any two new symbols, 
clearly 
L 1 = (hi(L,) k3 {a}) -- {e} 
and 
are strongly disjoint and 
and 
G = (h2(L,,) v {~}) - {e} 
J [ ( L  1 U {e}) = J{([1 u {e}) 
~(L2  u (e}) = ~(G u {e}). 
Thus the class of pairs of strongly disjoint languages is complete. We shall call this 
class g?D 9 Throughout most of this paper (in particular Section 4), g? will be the class 
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~/3 9 In the discussion of homomorphic replication in Section 5, X2 will be the class D e 
of "endmarker disjoint" pairs of languages; languages L 1 and L~ are endmarker disjoint 
i fL  1 _C cZl*c , and Lz C_ dX2*d , where c and d are distinct endmarkers. 
In order to define syntactic operators we first need a partial ordering on binary 
operations. In these definitions we again use the same symbol for the operator and the 
associated operation. Let s be a complete class of pairs of languages. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let @1 and @2 be binary operations. Then @1 is ~2-hierarchical 
with respect o @2 if for all full semiFALs ~1 and ~:  
(I) G @,,. G G G @, ~,  and 
(2) if (L1,L~)~D, and @, (L1 ,L2)~G@IG,  then either L~G@2G or 
L 2 c G @2 G"  
The operation of insertion defined in Section 4 is shown there to be OD-hierarchical 
to concatenation. 
We now define a sequence of classes of syntactic operations. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A binary operation @ is in f2 0o if 
(1) it is associated with a simple operator, and 
(2) for all full semiFALs ~ and ~ and for 
@(L1, L.,) ~ cS, @ ~,2, then L 1 ~ ~r or L 2 ~ ~o.  
all (L1,  L2) ~ ~2, if 
DEFINITION 2.8. A binary operation @ is in f2 -- 0n for n ~> 1 if 
(1) it is associated with a simple operator, and 
(2) there is an m, 0 ~.~ m < n, such that @ is f2-hierarchical with respect o some 
operator in .(2 -- 0,,,. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A binary operation @ is ~2-syntactic f it is in f2 -- 0n for some 
n ) 0 and if for any full semiAFL ~ and any (L1, L2) ~ I2 such that @(L 1 , L2) ~ ~6~f', 
either L 1 ff ~'  or L 2 E ~o. A simple operator @ is ~2-syntactic f it is associated with an 
(2-syntactic operation. An operator or operation is syntactic if it is ~-syntactic for 
some complete class ~2. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (continued) (Substitution). It was shown in [20] that i fL 1 andL 2 are 
strongly disjoint and ~ and ~ are full semiAFLs, then or(L1, L2) e ~Z'~#~ implies 
L 1 c ~ orL 2 ~ ~.  This applies also for oW 1 -- ~ ,  so a is inf2 D -- 00 and ~ is syntactic. 
EXAMPLE 2.2 (continued). Both v and @ are simple but neither is syntactic. I f  
Z 1 and L 2 c (~b~)  -- LZ and (L 1 , L2) E D, then L 1 k.) L 2 is in ~bs  but L 1 and L 2 r ~a, 
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so U is not Q-syntactic. I f L  1 (3 L 2 = ~, then L1 n L 2 9 ~ @ 50~ for all full semiAFLs 
50a and 50~, so it is evident hat c~ is not in any QD -- 0~. We shall see later that @ is 
not Q-syntactic with respect o Shuff (L~, L2) or any other operation, for any complete 
class Q. 
An operator can be associated with two distinct operations as we saw in Example 
2.2. It is an open question if one operation could be syntactic and the other not. When 
we use the same symbol for a syntactic operator @ and a binary operation @, we shall 
imply that the operator is syntactic and associated with the given simple operation. 
It is not always necessary to verify all of Definition 2.9 as the next lemma shows. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let @1 be a simple operator O-hierarchical to a simple D-syntactic 
operator @2, such that if (La, L2) 9 Q, then @2(L1, L2) 9 J/~(@I(L1, L2) ). Then @1 
is Q-syntactic. 
Proof. Let 50 be a full semiAFL and let (L 1 ,L2)  9  I f  | ,L2) 9 then 
@2(L1, L2) E ~(@x(La ,  L2) ) _C ~50,  so L 1 9 50 or L~ 9 s162 
For the rest of this section, let Q be a fixed complete class of pairs of languages. 
We now establish our three working lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3 9 I f  @ 9 Q --  0n, n >/0 and 50 is a full semiAFL not closed under @, 
then 50 @ 50 is not closed under @. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. First, let @ be in Q --  0 0 . I f  50 is not closed 
under @, then 5 ~ @ 50-  50 @ 6, and so there are two D-disjoint languages 
L1 ,L  2  9  @5 ~ -- 50. Then @(L a,L2) is in (50 @50) @ (50 @50) but not in 
.LP @ 50 since neither L a nor L 2 is in ~.  
Now suppose n >/1 and we have shown the lemma for all m < n. Then @ is 
D-hierarchical with respect o an operation (~ in some Q --  0m, 0 ~ m < n. There 
are two cases. 
In case (1), 50 is closed under @ so ~qa @ s = 50. The arguments for n = 0 
obviously apply here. 
In the second case, 50 @ 50-  50 =# ~. By the induction hypothesis, 50 @ L,r 
is not closed under (~, so we can find D-disjoint L a and L 2 in J/g | (~ ~4') --  50 (~ 50. 
Since @ is hierarchical with respect o (~, 
50 c 50 | 50 and 50) c  | | 50). 
Thus L 1 ,L  2 9 d/]| @ 50) and @(L 1 ,L~)is in Jr174 @ 50) but not in 2-r @ s 
LEMMA 2.4. I f  @ 9 Q -- On, n >/0 and ~ and ~ are incomparable fuU semiAFLs, 
then neither ~ v ~ nor 50a @ ~ is closed under @. 
Proof. Since @ is a simple operator, if ~ v ~ is closed under @, then 
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@ ~ _C 5~ v ~ _C ~a @ ~L~. Hence it suffices to show that ~a @ 5f~ is not closed 
under @. 
The proof proceeds by induction on n. If n = 0, let L1 e ~ -- ~ and L~ ~ ~ -- ~oCP~; 
as usual we may assume that L 1 and L~ are g2-disjoint. Then @(L2 ,L~) is in 
@ ~ C (~1 @ ~)  @ (~1 @ 5f~) but not in 5~ @ &~. 
Assume the lemma has been proven for m < n. Then @ is f2-hierarchical relative 
to an operation (~ in g? -- 0m for some m, 0 ~ m < n. By the induction hypothesis, 
@ ~ is not closed under @. Let L 1 and Lz be g2-disjoint members of 
-///]~(G (~ G) -- G @ G.  Again, s162 (~ 5r _C G @ s so 
Thus @(L1, Lz) is in d/]| @ •)  but not in G @ G-  
LEMMA 2.5. Let ~ be a semiAFL and let 5 p be a family of languages. I f  ~P C_ o~(5 #) 
and 5~ is closed under any O-syntactic operator, then 0~ C jff(5r 
Proof. Let L ~ s If L C {e}, then L is regular and so L ~ J/2(Sa). Otherwise let 
L x and L~ be ~2-disjoint with dC'(L 1 u {e}) = d/(L 2 u {e}) = d//(L u {e}). If 0~ is 
closed under the syntactic operator @, then @(L 1 ,L2)~ .~ _C o~(5P)= ~OJ/](SP). 
Then either L 1 or L 2 is in d/](SP). In either case, L is in J//](SP). Thus 5~ C d/](5~). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let @ be a syntactic operator and let ~ be a full semiAFL such that 
~(  5~) is closed under @. Then: 
(1 )  = = 
(2) For any family of languages 5r ~ = ~(5r if and only if s = ~(Se). 
Proof. Since ~(~)  is closed under @, ~(~)  = ~| Certainly 
s162 _Co~(.~) _C ~ ,  so by Lemma 2.5, o~(& ~ _C .oc~a and thus 5~ = ~(&r = g-| 
If ~ = o~(5P) = ~(J/](S~)), then by part (1), ~ = J/](dP). 
Since it is always the case that 
= d({L* I r d(Y)})  
[8], we can call a full AFL satisfying (2) of Theorem 2.1 uniformly star closed. Theo- 
rem 2.1 can be paraphrased: A full AFL closed under any syntactic operator is uni- 
formly star closed. It is an open question whether there are uniformly star closed full 
AFLs not closed under any syntactic operator. All the known examples--the d riva- 
tion bounded, context-free, checking automaton, nonerasing stack, stack, nested 
stack, r.e. families--are closed under at least one syntactic operator. At the end of this 
section we show as an extended example that no nonregular full bounded AFL can 
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be uniformly star closed or contains a nonregular full AFL closed under a syntactic 
operator. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let @ be a syntactic operator and let ~ be a full semiAFL. I f  5r is 
not closed under @, then 
(1) For each n, q~| is not closed under @ and q)|163 : q~|163 
(2) dk]| is not a full principal semiAFL; 
(3) For each n, 7~| is not closed under @ and 7t| C ~| 
(4) o~| is not a fuU principal AFL. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 and the definition of r174163 it follows by an obvious 
induction that q)| is not closed under | Since 
if 
a~| = ~| | e| 
then ~| is closed under @. Hence q)| C r174162 9 
Since J2| = U. q)|163162 and the q)| form a strictly increasing chain of 
full semiAFLs, J/]| can not be a full principal semiAFL [8]. 
If ~u|162 is not closed under @, then by Theorem 2.1, neither is ~TJ|162 
nor, by Lemma 2.3, 7t|176 Hence by induction no 7t| is closed under | 
Again, if 7Je,n(~) : ~f-/|176 then 7t|162 is closed under @, so 
Since 
~|162 C ~|163 for all n. 
n 
Each ~6t/z@,.(c~) is a full AFL and 
~e| C ~| _c ,~| 
so o~| ~ cannot be a full principal AFL [8]. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  | is a syntactic operator such that 
for all full semi AFLs ~r 5P2,5r and ~ is a full semiAFL not closed under @, then 
_~e |  | ~) | |  |  | ~C .... 
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COROLLARY 2. I f  ~q~l is a full principal AFL, ~ is a full AFL, and ~ C ~ , then 
~ ~|  any syntactic operator @. 
COROLLARY 3. I f  5F is a full principal AFL, @ is a syntactic operator and o9 ~ a 
family of languages such that ~ = ,~(  SP), then 5~8 = ~]( SP). 
Proof. I f  5(' = ,efi(,9~), then ~ -~ ,/A~(Sz~). If 5q v6 o~(Sf), then .~-(5 P) is not closed 
under @, so ,~( ,~)  is not full principal. 
EXAMPLE 2.2 (continued). The context free lanfuages W form a full AFL not 
closed under intersection, but c g @ W = o@(W ^  N) is the family of r.e. sets which is a 
full principal AFL closed under intersection. Thus @ cannot be syntactic with respect 
to Shuff (L 1 , L2) or any binary operation. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let ~ and ~ be incomparable full semiAFLs and let @ be a syn- 
tactic operator. Then :
(1) The following are not closed under @: ~ v ~,  ~ @ c~2, ~O(~LP 1 v ~) ,  
~o(~el | ~). 
(2) ~(L f~ v ~, )  is not afullprincipalsemiAFL. 
(3) "~(~1 V ~2) is not afullprincipal AFL. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, fLf 1 v oLf2, and 5Lf 1 @ Lf z are not closed under @ and hence 
by Theorem 2.1 neither are ~6(~Lf a v s or ~6(~'~1 @ ~c~r Then (2) and (3) follow 
from the previous theorem. 
EXAMPLE 2.3 (Full Bounded AFL). Goldstine [19] has recently established that 
no full bounded AFL can contain a nonregular substitution closed AFL. We now 
generalize this theorem as follows: no full bounded AFL can contain a nonregular 
AFL  closed under any syntactic operation. 
First we need some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.10. A language L is m-bounded if there are m words wl .... ,wm such 
that L C wl* ... win*. A language is bounded if it is m-bounded for any m. A family 
of languages i (m-)bounded if all its members are (m-)bounded. 
DEFINITION 2.1 I. A full semiAFL ~f is a full (m-)bounded semiAFL if there is a 
(m-)bounded family of languages ~ such that ~ = d](Sf).  ~f is a full (re-)bounded 
AFL if there is a (m-)bounded family of languages 09 ~ such that 5~ = .~(Sf). 
We shall show that, although a full AFL is a full semiAFL, a nonregular full 
(m-)bounded AFL is never a full bounded semiAFL. 
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DEFINITION 2.12. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple M = (Ka, 271, A, H, qo ,F) where 
K 1 is a finite set (of states), X~ and A are finite sets of symbols (inputs and outputs, 
respectively), qo~K1, FC_K 1 and H is a finite subset of K 1 • Xl* X A* • K I . 
If (q, u, v, q') ~/s let (q, ux, y) [- (q', x, yv) and let m-* be the transitive reflexive 
closure of }-. For q, q' ~/s w r Xl* , K 2 _C K1, let 
Aq.q,(w) = {x I (q, w, e) ~- (q', e, x)}, 
hq.~(w)= U Aq.Q,(w), and M(w)=Aqo.F(w ).
q'~K 2 
ForL  C 21" , q, q' e /s  K2 _C K1, let 
Aq,q.(L)= U ~q.q.(w), 
wEL 
Aq,K~(L) = (3 Aq,q,(L), 
q'~K 2 
and 
M(L) = Aqo,F(L ). 
DEFINITION 2.13. If ~ is a family of languages, let 
~-~(s = {M(L) ]L ~ ~v, M an a-transducer}. 
For .Lf = {L}, write J'({L}) as 3-~(L). 
It is known that ~-~(~-*(.LP)) = ~'(.Lf), ~-~(&o) is the least family of languages con- 
taining s and closed under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and intersection 
with regular sets, and ~(oW) = ~SJ-(.~f) and ,/](L) = ~-~(L) i fL  =/= r [7, 28]. Gold- 
stine [19] showed that if 5P is a finite set of m-bounded languages, then Jd(5 f) --~ ~(L )  
for someL _C al* ... am*, all ai distinct. Further, if ~ is a full m-bounded (semi)AFL 
which is a full principal (semi)AFL, then (s = ~-~(L))~  = ~(L )  for some 
L _C a l*  ... am*. 
We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.6. Let Li C_ T*, 1 <~ i <~ m + 1, c (~ T. Let L C_ al* ... am*. 
I lL '  ---- Llc "" LmcLm+lc ~.//](L), then there is a j, 1 <~ j <~ m + 1 such that Lj is regular. 
Proof. For each i, 1 ~< i ~< m + 1, let Si be a new and distinct vocabulary with 
[ Zi I = [ T [~ and let h~ be a homomorphism apping T one-one onto Zi .  Let 
['i = hi(Li) for 1 ~< i ~< m + 1. Let L" = cLac "" LmcLm+l c. 
First observe that L" ~ J/](L'). If M is an a-transducer with state set 
K={q i l I  ~<i~<m+2},  
5 For  a finite set S, I S ] is the number  of elements in S, 
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final state set F ~- {qm+2} and transitions 
H ~ {(qo, e, c, q~)} U {(qi, a, hi(a), qi) ] a ~ T, 1 ~ i ~ m q- l} 
w {(q~, c, c, q~+l) [ 1 ~ i ~< m q- 1}, 
then L" = M(L')  ~ J-(L')  C_ Jt](L'). 
Thus L"~ ~(L ' ) _C  ~r By Lemma 4.4 of [19], there is a regular set 
R C/Z 1 k) ... k)/S,m+ 1 such that for any word CWlC "" CWm+le in L" at least one wj is in R. 
Let R i = R c3 2Ji* , 1 ~< i ~< m q- 1; the Ri are all regular. Because the vocabularies 
2J i are distinct, Ri - -  R n / ' i ,  1 ~< i ~ m + 1 and if cwlc .." cw~+lC is in L", then 
there is a j, 1 ~< i ~< m @ 1 such that wj- 6 Rj _C/S~. I f  all the/~,i are nonregular, then 
/~i - -  Ri ~ ~, 1 ~< i ~< m + l. Let wi ~ ['i - -  R i ,  1 ~< i ~< m -[- I. Then 
CWl c ".. cwm+l c is in L", a contradiction. 
Hence at least one/~j is regular. Since L~- = h71(L~) E ~( /~) ,  L~- is also regular. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 3,  be a family of bounded languages. 
(1) I f  3,  is m-bounded for any m >/1, then the only semiAFLs contained in ~(3 , )  
and closed under concatenation are G o and G. 
(2) The only AFLs contained in ./r 3,) are G o and G. 
(3) The only AFLs contained in ~(3 , )  and closed under any syntactic operation 
are G o and G. 
(4) o~(3,) is uniformly star closed if and only if  3,  C_ G. 
Proof. Let ~1 _C d/2(3,) and let ~1 be a semiAFL. Suppose ~(3 , )  is m-bounded. 
Let L ~ ~,  L _C T* and let c be new. If  (Lc) m+l is in d2(3,), then there is language 
L 1 _C al* .-. am* such thatL1 ~ Jr and (Le) m+l E d2(L1) [19]. Hence by Lemma 2.6, 
L is regular. I f  ~ is closed under concatenation, (Le)m+lc ~q~l. Thus, ~ is closed 
under concatenation if and only if ~~ 1 _C G, i.e., ~~ 1 = G 0 or ~ = G. 
Now let 3,  be an arbitrary family of bounded languages, let L C T* and let c be 
new. I f  (Lc) + e Jr then (Lc)+ ~ J//2(3,') for some finite 3,'_C 3,. Then 3, '  is 
m-bounded for some m, and (Lc) m+l ~- (Lc) + n (T 'c)  m+l is in J~(3, ') .  By the previous 
argument, L is regular. I f  ~1 is closed under +,  and L ~ ~1,  then (Lc) + ~ ~ C_ d2(3,), 
so ~1 _C G. Thus the only AFLs contained in .//2(d~) are G 0 and G. 
Suppose ~ is an AFL contained in o4(3,) and closed under some syntactic opera- 
tion. Then by Lemma 2.5, ~'2 _C Jr and so ~ _C G. On the other hand, both G 
and G 0 are closed under substitution [6] which is a syntactic operation. 
I f  3" _CG, then J ' ] (3 , )= ~(3 , )= G and G is uniformly star closed since 
G = M?(L) for any L E G. I f  3,  contains a nonregular set, .//4~(3,) is not closed under 
+,  so ~(3 , )  4= ,//2(3,) and hence o~(~  cannot be uniformly star closed. 
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COROLLARY. If ~1 and ~ are nonregular AFLs containing {e}, and @ is syntactic, 
then ~ @ ~ cannot be contained in any full bounded AFL. 
Proof. Suppose ~1 @ ~ C ~(5t )= ~&//2(.~) for some family 5 P of bounded 
languages. LetL 1 andL~ be nonregular members of ~ and ~,  respectively. Let c 1 and 
c 2 be new symbols. By Theorem 2.4, (Lic~)* is not in d/i(5 P) since(.~(Lic~)* ) is a 
nonregular AFL [8]. Let (Lt, L2) ~ Y2 with Jr u {e}) = ~gg((L~c~)*). Then 
@(L 1 ,L2)~ ~ @ X~2, so either L 1 or/['2 is in d~(SP) and hence either (Llca)* or 
(L2q)* is in ~(5#), yielding the desired contradiction. 
Remark. Goldstine [19] has shown the above corollary for the operation of sub- 
stitution where 5r 1 and ~ are merely semiAFLs. We can obtain this result by modi- 
fying our proof as follows. For substitution we have the additional facts that 
(1) ~X~2 = ~(c f~)  for semiaFLs ~ and ~ [18, 26], 
(2) For a full semiAFL 54' and strongly disjoint languages L1 and L~, 
a(L~, L~) ~ ~6~q~ implies L 1 ~ ~ or L~ 6 s [20]. Thus we can use a(L1, (Lfl) +) to 
obtain the desired contradiction. For general syntactic operators we do require that 5r 
and ~ be AFLs. In Example 4.2 of Section 4 we shall see an example of a nonregular 
full bounded semiAFL ~ closed under a syntactic operator; ~(~9 o) is of course not 
closed under the operator in question and ~,~| is not full bounded. 
There are simple operators with a property opposite to the hierarchical properties 
of syntactic operators--namely, one application always results in complete closure. 
EXAMPLE 2.4 (Idempotent Operators). We can call a simple operator @ idempotent 
if whenever ~ is a full semiAFL, then 
~//{e(X(') = ~ @ ~,  and ~| ~ ~j/~|163162 
No operator can be both syntactic and idempotent, for if ~~ 1 and ~ are incomparable 
and (~) is syntactic, 
| (4 | | | 
Some AFL operations induce idempotent operators. For example, the operator v 
is clearly idempotent. If we define 
~'1 * ~ = J/{({(L1 k3 L2)* ILl E ~ ,L 2 ~ ~})  
then for a full semiAFL ~,  
~e.  ~e = ~r = g,(~e) = ~. (ze)  [8]. 
Thus * is, not surprisingly, idempotent. In Section 4 we see that concatenation is in 
~9 D -- 0 o but is neither idempotent nor syntactic. 
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The operation of reversal can be defined so as to be idempotent. If we define 
r(L~ , L2) ~- (L  1 V L2) V (L  1 ~d L2) R, 
then r is simple. ~ Also, 
and 
~r~ Le v ~R _ d],(~e) 
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:~( (725~)  r (~O~))  --  ~6(,~(.Lf) v [.r R) _ ~r(X(,). 
Hence r is idempotent. 
A more interesting idempotent operator is nested i terated substitut ion. We define 
a l (G, / '2)  a(/-~, G U {e}), a~+t(Cl,/'2) = a(~n(L~,/'2), Z2 U {e}), 
for n [~: 1, and 
G) = U L2), 
n:  I 
and 
Gr  - Jd{r G) ILl L2 c G). 
Call a substitution ~" nested if a ~ r(a) for all a. Let ~-t(L) = r(L), and 
r'*+'(L) =- ~-(~(L)), for n ~ l, (extending ~- where necessary by ~-(b) = {b}). Then 
r * (L )  - [ Jn~l" rn(L)  is a nested iterated substitution. 
Arguments imilar to those in Example 2.1 show that 
~Lf2a*~.~2 - : {r*(Zi) ILl c cS1, Z 1 C Zl  9r a ~ T(a) E o~2, all a ~ ,~71} 
for full semiAFLs ~ and ~gq z . It is shown in [23] that for a full semiAFL ~(', 
Hence although substitution is syntactic, its nested iterate is idempotent. 
In the next section we examine further properties of full AFLs closed under 
syntactic operators. 
3. SPLITTING AFSs 
In the last section we investigated ways of composing full semiAFLs and full AFLs 
by applying syntactic operators to proper subsemiAFLs. We observed in Corollary 2 
of Theorem 2.2 that a full principal AFL  can never be expressed as the closure of any 
6 Let e R -- e, (b 1 "" b,,) R ~ b,, .." b 1 for symbols bl ,..., bn, L R -- {w R ] w c L} for a languageL, 
and (..W R - {L R [L c ~} for a family of languages dW. 
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proper full subAFL under any syntactic operator (~. A full principal AFL ~(L)  can 
sometimes be decomposed as ~(Lx) Q ~(L2) but never as o~'| for ~(/ : )  :~ ~(L).  
In this section we discuss the decomposition of ~(L)  (for L nonregular) as 
~({L1, L~}) = ~(~(L1)  u ~(L2) where both ~(L1) and ~(L2) are properly con- 
tained in g(L) ;  in such cases we say that .,~(L) splits. We show in Theorem 3.1 and 
its corollaries that if ~(L)  does not split, then g(L )  contains one and only one maximal 
proper full subAFL; the two situations are mutually exclusive. A full AFL that is not 
principal may or may not split, but if it does not split, it has no maximal proper full 
subAFL. 
We show in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 that closure under any syntactic operator pre- 
cludes decomposition by splitting. Finally, we give examples of full AFLs that do not 
split and are not closed under any syntactic operator. 
It should be observed that splitting and indeed all of Definitions 3.1-3.3 can be 
defined for AFLs as well as full AFLs and the appropriate analogs of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 can be proven in almost identical words. The only complication is the handling 
of {e} which makes the definitions a little clumsy. For example, in Definition 3.1 we 
must define 
~(.~g) = {L e ~ l ~-(L u {e}) ~ ~(~ u {{e}})}, 
and say s splits if s = o~(s176  kJ ~)  with o~-(s176 u {{e}}) and o~(A~ u {{e}}) incom- 
parable; otherwise every nonregular AFL containing {e} would split. However, 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are established only for full AFLs and semiAFLs and it is 
unknown if any analogue xists in the more general case. Hence, since we are other- 
wise dealing only with full AFLs and semiAFLs, we give the next definitions and 
theorems only for that case. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For a full AFL ~,  let JV~(~) = {L e ~qo [~(L)  :/: .L~q}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A full AFL cp splits if there are incomparable full AFLs ~ and 
such that ~ = g(~e 1U ~) .  A language L splits if g (L )  splits. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A full AFL .W covers a full AFL ~ ' ,  5r -~ Ar if ~ '  C ~8 and 
there is no full AFL ~ such that .LP' ~ ~1 ~ .W. 
The next two theorems connect full principal AFLs, full splitting AFLs and the 
existence of covering AFLs and independent cores (Definition 1.2). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~ be a nonregular full principal AFL. The following are equi- 
valent: 
(1) ~2(~q~) is a full AFL. 
(2) ~(s  is clos~,t un&r union. 
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(3) 50 does not split. 
(4) 50 does not split into full principal AFLs; i.e. there are no two incomparable 
full principal AFLs 501 and 502 such that 50 : d'~(50a u ~) .  
(5) 50 has no independent core of size larger than one. 
(6) ,A?o(50 ) is the unique full AFL covered by 50. 
Proof. For 50 = ~,  ~A~o(50 ) = 95; otherwise, ~ C 4 (50)  v ~ 9 5. It is obvious that (1) 
implies (2), (3)implies (4), and (6)implies (1). 
Suppose that (2) holds, so 4 (50)  is closed under union. I f  50 splits, then 
50 = ~(50a U ~'a) for incomparable full AFLs 50a and 502. Since 50 is full principal, 
50 -- ~(L )  for some L E 50. Then L ~ o~(~a w ~) ,  and so there are L a ,..., Lm ~ 501 
and L( ,  .... L , '  ~ ~ such that L ~.~({L a..... L~,La' , . . . ,L, '}).  Let c a ,..., cm, da ..... dn 
be new and let 
L - caL a w ... u cmL m and L' =dlL 1' k.) "'" k.) d~Ln'. 
Then 
~(s  C 501C 50, and ,r _C c~zc 2 C 50, 
so L and L' are in ~A?~(50). But La ,..., Lm, La',... ,Ln' are all in ~(/5 ~d L'), so 
,r C ~-(/~ u L') C ~(~1 u ~)  = o~(L) = 50, 
and so/5 w L'  6 JC?g(50), contrary to hypothesis. Hence 50 does not split. 
Now suppose that (4) holds, and 50 = o~(Q) for some nonempty family of lan- 
guages Q. If  Q is independent, hen Q must be finite since ~9 ~ is full principal. Let 
L 1 ~ Q and let ~ = ~r and ~ = .~(Q - {L1} ). Then 50 = o~(Q) = o~(~ u ~) .  
Hence either 5~ ~,  or ~ C ~a.  In the first case, ~(Q)  = o~(Q - {La}), so Q is 
not independent, contrary to hypothesis. Otherwise o~(L1) = ~(Q) ,  so we must have 
Q -{La}  since Q is independent. 
Now suppose that (5) holds. Clearly 4 (50)  G 50 since 50 is full principal and if 50' 
is a full AFL such that 50' ~ 50, then 50' _C A?o(50). Thus if ~A?g(50) is a full AFL, it is 
the unique full AFL covered by 50. 
ConsiderL a~ o~(~A?~g(50)). There ares  a,..., Sn ~ ~(50)such  thatLa e ~({$1 ..... S,}). 
I f L  a ~ ~(50) ,  then 50 --  g(L1)  _C g ({S  1 .... , S~}) C 50. Since {S 1 ,..., S~} is a core of 
50, it must have a subcore of size one, i.e., one Si is a generator of 50. This contradicts 
the definition of the S~. Hence L 1 e ~49g(50) and so ./Vg(50) is a full AFL as desired. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 5f  be a full AFL. Then 50 is a full principal AFL that does not 
split if and only if every nonempty core of 50 contains a generator. 
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COROLLARY 2. A nonregular full principal AFL covers exactly one full AFL if and 
only if it does not split. 
Proof. I f  s  does not split, it covers ~(~(L) )  and no other full AFL. Suppose 
o~(L) covers ~ and no other full AFL. Let L1 ~ M?0(o~(L)). By Zorn's Lemma, 
{~ ] ~ full AFL, o~(L~) _C oL,r ~ ~(L)} has a maximal element ~max. Then 
5~ <~ o~(L), so ~ = s and L~ 6 ~a.  Hence ~ = ~A?~(J~(L)) and thus ~(L )  
does not split. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  oW is a full AFL which is not full principal and does not split, then 
(1) ~ has no independent core, and 
(2) ~ does not cover any full AFL. 
Proof. ~ is full principal so oW :# ~.  Let Q be any core of 5* ~ Let L ~ Q. Clearly 
.W ---- g (~(L )  U o~(Q_  {L})). Since 2r does not split and is not full principal, 
~(L )  _C g (Q - {L}), so .W --  g (Q)  ~- oC(Q - {L}) and hence Q is not independent. 
Let s  ~o, let 5r be a full AFL, and let L ~ 5( ' -  _W'. Consider 
~"  = o~(3~(L) u .~W'). Clearly ~o, ~ oW" C ~,r Now L ~ J~(L) - -  ~ ' .  I f  
.LP' - -  o~(L) @ 6, then o~(L) and .LP' are incomparable and ~q" splits so ~"  ~ 5r since 
does not split. Otherwise, ~ '  ~ 0-~(L) = ~"  and so ~q~" ~ ~(' since 0,% ~is not full 
principal. In either case, ~ does not cover 5q'. 
We now establish a connection between splitting and closure under simple syntactic 
operators. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  ~ is a full semiAFL closed under some syntactic operator and ~ and 
0~2 are full semiAFLs such that ~LP C 0~1 v ~ , then either ~.W C_ ~1,  or ~ C 5r 2 . 
Proof. I f  oW is closed under (~1 and @1 is O-hierarchical with respect o (~z, then 
is closed under (~z 9 Hence we can assume that ~ '  is closed under some syntactic 
operator (~) in .(2 - -0  o . 
Assume that ~ is not contained in -L.W 2. Let L 1 ~ 5q --  .L~ 2. Consider any 
La ~ (~ v ~r  ~.  As usual, we can assume that L~ and L 2 are O-disjoint. I f  
L z ~ .W, then (~(L 1 , L2) ~ ~a C 5r v ~ C ~ (~ ~.  But Q(L~, Lz) 6 ~ (~ ~,  a 
contradiction. Hence L2 ~ ~ and so ~ _C (~ v ~L~2) ~ ~r _C 5r as claimed. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~ be a nonregular full semiAFL closed under some syntactic 
operator @. Then: 
(1) ~6-5r does not split. 
(2) ~60o~ is a full principal AFL if and only if ~Z' is a full principal semiAFL. 
(3) I f  ~ '  = {L ~ s162 I d2(L) ~ ~},  then .W' is a full semiAFL closed under @ and 
c 
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Pro@ I f~050 = 3'2(501 u 502) for full AFLs ~1 and ~,a, then 
50 c g(56  w 4)  - -  v 
so 56 C ~ v 502 by Lemma 2.5. Then either 50 _CC 561 or 56 _C ~ by Lemma 3.1; say, 
56 _C 50t. Thus ~ C~56 _C~#~ 1 = 501, so ~1 and 5~ are not incomparable. 
Consequently, ~56 cannot split. 
I f  56 is a full principal semiAFL, then obviously ~56 = o~(56) is a full principal 
AFL. If  ~65e = ~(L )  for some L e ~856, then L e ~(L1) for some L 1 e 56. Then 
56 ~ ~-o,~ - - ,~(L1)  = ~6J](La) ,  so 50 C d/](La) by Lemma 2.5. Thus 56 = ~/](L1) 
and so 50 is a full principal semiAFL. 
If  56 is not a full principal semiAFL, then 56' = 50 and J1~(:~56) = ~656, so 
part (3) holds trivially. I f  56 is a full principal semiAFL, 56' ~ 56. Clearly 56' is 
closed under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular 
sets. I f  L 1 , L 2 c 50' and J/](L 1 u L2) = 56, then 56 _C j/](L1) v J/](L2) and so either 
50 = d](L1) or 56 = ,/if(L2) by Lemma 3.1, contradicting the definition of 50'. Hence 
50' is closed under union and so is a full semiAFL. If  50' is not closed under @, 
neither is 50' @ 50', so 56' @ 56' C 50 and so 56' @ 56' _C 56'. Thus 56' is closed 
under @. 
I f  ~656'  - -  ~656, then 50 = 56', a contradiction. Thus ~r  ~ ~#56, so 
Remark. It is easy to show that part (2) of Lemma 3.2 does not hold in general. 
For example, if L _C al* ... am* is nonregular and c a new symbol, (Lc) ~ belongs to 
d/](L"), a full nm-bounded semiAFL, so by Lemma 2.6, (Lc) "'~+1 is not in d/]((Lc)"). 
Hence, if 56 = U,,~l M]((Lc)"), then 56 is a full semiAFL that is not a full principal 
semiAFL although ~850 -- .~(L). 
THEOREM 3.3. I f  50 is a full principal AFL closed under a syntactic operator, then 
(1) ~A~,j(56) : - {L + 50 1#7(r) # 56}; 
(2) 56 does not split; 
(3) ~A~,,(50) is a full AFL closed under @ and is the unique full AFL covered by 56. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, 50 is uniformly star closed, so 56 ~ J ' ( L )  if and only if 
56 = J/](L). Hence ~47.q(56) = {r E 56 I d ] ( r )  # 56}. 
Part (2) is immediate from Lemma 3.2. By part (1) and Lemma 3.2, ~47g(50) is a full 
semiAFL closed under @. The rest of part (3) follows from Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. I f  56 is a full semiAFL that is not closed under a syntactic operator @, 
then ~6J/]| ~| are not full principal aVLs,  do not have independent cores 
and do not cover any full AFL. 
57I/6/I-4 
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Proof. If s is not closed under @, then by Theorem 2.2 o~|163 is not a full 
principal AFL and ~/~| is not a full principal semiAFL. By Lemma 3.2, ~#~/~| 
is not a full principal AFL and neither ~'|  nor ~8~/t~| split. 
There are many full AFLs  which do not split and yet are not closed under any 
syntactic operation as the next example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. A language L is c-finite i fL  _C I i *c l l *  , c ~ I 1 and for all w e l l ,  
L /cw = {y l ycw eL)  and wc\L = {y [ wcy eL} are finite. Clearly a c-finite language 
cannot contain a subset uv*w for v :A e or a subset AB for both A and B infinite. If a 
language L is in ~#.s for a full semiAFL .s then it is expressible as a regular 
expression of members of .s If  L is c-finite this regular expression cannot 
involve * and in any subexpression A1 " "An ,  at most one A~ is infinite. 
Thus, distributing concatenation over union, L must be a finite union of members of 
.~e, and hence L e .o~. If L splits, then ~(L )  = ~O(~f'(/fa) v ~(/$2) ) for o~(/f,1) and 
o~(/~a) incomparable, so L e ~(/S1) v ~(L2). Hence L = L 1 u L~ for L 1 in ~(/Sa) and 
L~ in o~(L2). If L 1 e ~(L~), then ~(['1) _C ~(L )  _C .~(L2) _C ~(L2) , a contradiciton. 
So o~(Ll) and ~(Lz)  are incomparable. Also, L 1 and L~ are c-finite members of 
o~ = ~&//2(L) and so are in Jff(L). Thus a c-finite language L splits if and only if 
L = L~ ~9 L 2 for languages L 1 and L 2 in ~(L )  such that ~(L~) and o~(L~) are incom- 
parable. 
ConsiderL = {a'~cb '~ I n ~ 1}. As a full bounded AFL, ~(L )  can not be closed under 
any syntactic operator. Since L is c-finite, i fL splits, then L = L~ u L 2 for La and L~ in 
./Z(L) and ~(L1) and o~(L2) incomparable. Each L i ,  i = 1, 2, is a bounded context- 
free language and thus a finite union of sets of the form Lr ,  ~ = {a~+n~cb ~+~ ] n >/0} 
[13]; at least one such set must be infinite. SupposeL 1containsL~o,~o, f r k o @ 0. Then 
L 1 N (ar~176 * cY~176 *) = L~.o.~o 
and it is clear that an a-transducer can carryL~0.k ~ intoL. Thus L 1 is itself a generator 
of ~(L )  and L does not split. 
Similar arguments show that if 
Z n = {a~ 1 ... a'~"cb~ . . . .  bTx [m >~ 1}, 
then Ln does not split for n >~ 1. The argument is slightly different for 
L = {wcwR [ w e {a, b)*), 
the mirror image language with center letter. 
I l L  splits, L ~ L 1 W L 2 with L 1 and L z in J/~(L) and ~(L1) and ~,~(L2) incomparable. 
SinceL 1 andL2 are context-free subsets of L, there are regular sets R 1 and R~ such that 
L i = {WCW R [ W i E R i}  , i = 1, 2, and R 1 k3 R 2 = {a, b}* [2]. There are two cases. If 
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there is a w such that w{a, b}* _C R 1 , then 
L I' = L 1 ~ (w{a, b}* c{a, b}* w e) = wLw R e .Ad(La) 
and clearly L ~ Jd](LI' ). So ~(L2) _C ~(L )  _C ~(La '  ) C ~(La)  , a contradiction. Other- 
wise, for each w c {a, b}*, there is an x such that wx e R2 9 Since R 2 is regular, there 
is an integer n such that wx ~ R 2 for some x with [ x [ < n. v Let 
R a={x6{a,b}* l [x ]  <n},  
and for x ~ R a , let hx be the homomorphism hx(a) = a, h~(b) • b, and h~(c) = xcx R. 
Then 
L = (J h2(r ) n ({a, b)* c{a, b)*). 
meR 3 
Hence o~(L1) C o~(L) C o~(t~), another contradiction. Thus t does not split. 
For this language L, ~(L )  does not contain any nonregular AFL  closed under any 
syntactic operator. Indeed, dK?(L) is the family of linear context-free languages and 
results were proven for linear languages in [25] similar to those we established in 
Section 2 for bounded languages. In particular, if LlcL 2 e/d](L), either L 1 or L 2 is 
regular, rid(L) contains no nonregular semiAFL closed under concatenation, and o~(L) 
cannot contain s176 1 @ ~2 for .W 1 and .W 2 nonregular AFLs and @ any syntactic opera- 
tion. 
4. INSERTION 
In this section we examine in detail the syntactic operator insertion. We show first 
that insertion is a simple operator. Then we show that concatenation is in g29 - -  00, 
that insertion is hierarchical with respect to concatenation and that insertion is in 
Q9 --  01 9 We see that insertion gives us an example of a syntactic operation not in 
g29-  00 and so justifies Definition 2.8. Finally, we give some more specialized 
properties of insertion and its close connection with concatenation. 
Several families of languages--such as the stack languages, the nonerasing stack 
languages, and the ultralinear languages [16]--are not closed under substitution but 
are closed under insertion. Thus, we obtain many further examples of full semiAFLs 
and AFLs closed under syntactic operators. 
First we need some definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For families of languages  and .W~, let 
_W~ 9 i* 2 ----- {L1L 1' w ... w LnL,/ I n >~ 1, r i  e ~ , L [e  ~2 ,1 <~ i <~ n}. 
For example, take n as the number of states in a deterministic regular automaton for R~. 
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We observe without proof that 9 is the simple operator associated with concatena- 
tion. We shall show that (2) is in g?v --  00 9 However, no AFL  operation @ can be 
syntactic, for if oW is a full semiAFL that is not an AFL and L 1 and L~ are f2-disjoint 
members of ~&o _ 5r then @(Lx, L2) ~ ~qf .  
Since concatenation is associative, we have a simple way of expressing ~o 9 
DEFINITION 4.2. For a family of languages .W, let 
~2 = ~ 9 ~ and ~n+x = ~r 9 of  
Clearly J]o(oW) = {,)n ~ for any full semiAFL oW. 
forn >~ 2. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let L _C Ix* and let r be a substitution defined on Ix*. Then r 
is an insertion on L if there is a subset T _C l 1 such that 
and 
L _C ( I  x --  T)* (Tty  {e}) (Z 1 --  T)*, 
r(a) = {a) for a + I x - -  T. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let ~fx and ~f~ be families of languages. Then 
[~*~ = {r(L) I L _C XI*,L e ~x,  T an insertion onL, ,(a) e ~ if z(a) @ {a}, a e I1}. 
Thus an insertion is a substitution such that at most one symbol in a word is replaced 
at any time. By the same arguments used in [18] for substitution we have, although 




If ~ ,  ~ and ~LP 3are families of languages and ~z is closed under 
~(~3)  C (~)  ~,  
DEFINITION 4.5. Let 
,(L1, L2) = {xwy I xy eL1 , w EL~}. 
We shall first show that,  is the simple operator associated with ~(L x , L2). 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint, then 
,#2 ( L1) ~//] (L2) = J ]  ( ~( L1, L~) . 
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Proof. As we noted in Section 2, Jd (L~)= {M(L~)IM an a-transducer), and 
J2(,(L~, 1..o)) = {M(,(L~, L2) ) I M an a-transducer}. (Recall that L~ v6 ~ :/: L2). 
Let L 1_(7271., L2-CZ'2* , Z' lnZ '  2 -4 .  First, let Led/2( , (L  1,L2) ). Then 
L = M(L(L 1 ,L~)) for some a-transducer M = (K1,271 v) 222, A, H, %,  F). We can 
assume that I u j , I v l -<~ I for (q, u, v, q') ~ H [4], [16]; such an a-transducer is 
called 1-bounded. 




H' = H n (/(1 • (21 u {e}) x (A t9 {e}) X K1) 
va {(p, e, (p, q), q) [ p, q ~ K1} u ((p, u, v, q) [ (p, u, v, q) c H}, 
F' =Fu{f I fEF} .  
M 1 = (Kz, Z' 1 , A W T, H' ,  qo, F'), 
,q = t t  n (K, • (&  u (2}) • (~ u it}) x ~5), 
and for p, q ~ K1, let 2ff~,.q == (K1, Z2, A, H, p, {q}). Let r(a) ----- {a} for a e A and 
r q)) =- M~.q(L2) for (p, q) e T. Then clearly r is an insertion on MI(L1), and 
L = ~'(MI(LI) e.~(L1) u/~(L2). Hence J/~(,(L1, L2) ) C .d(g l  ) ,#/2(L2). 
Now let L ~ od(L1) LM(L2). Then L - "r(M(La)) where 
M (/(71, Z1, A t~ T, H, qo, F) 
is an a-transducer and ,  a substitution such that M(L1) _C A*(T W {e}) A*, T n A = 4, 
and r (a )= {a} for a cA,  and for a c T, r (a) -= M,~(L2) for an a-transducer 
M~ = (K , ,  Z'a, Aa, H , ,  qa, Fo). We can assume that all the state sets are mutually 
disjoint and that M is l-bounded. 
Let 
K2=U(K~• ,~= Z] U (U  ZJa ) , 
aET -aET  " 
H'= {(p,u, v,q) l (P,u,v,q)c H, v6 T} 
k) {(p, u, e, (qa, q)) ] (P, u, a, q) 6 H, a E T} 
u {((p, q), u, v, (p', q)) [ (p, u, v, p') e Ha ,  a 6 T, q 6 K1} 






M= (Ks,  Z~ w le ,z~,H ' ,qo ,F  ). 
L = r(M(L~)) = _~r(~(L1, L2) ) c M/](,(L1, L2) ). 
d/](L1) ~d/](L~) _C J/]0(L~, Le)), 
.~(L~) ,...g(L~) = ...g(~(L~, L~)). 





The operator ~ is a simple operator associated with the operation 
Let s and -~2 be full semiAFLs. Clearly s v s C s163 It remains to 
~flt~f2 = #/{{~(L1, is)  ILl 6 ~1,  L2 6 ~f~}. 
Observe that i fL E .Lflt.Lf 2 , then there are strongly disjoint L 1 and L~ such that 
L ~.//~(L1) ,J//~ Lz) (because if L = 7(La) one can take L 2 = k3 Car(a ) for new 
symbols ca, so that r(a) E.//~(L2) and assume L 1 and L~ strongly disjoint). Hence by 
Lemma 4.2, 
~L~f2 = {L ~ .//f(L1) ~J/{(L2) [L x ~ .~f~, L 2 E &Cf2, La, L 2 strongly disjoint} 
= {L ~ d/~(~(L1, L2) ) ] L 1 ~ -~fl, L~ ~ .Lf~, L1, L z strongly disjoint} 
_C d/2({,(L1, L2) [L 1 6 ~1,  L~ c/~2)). 
On the other hand, i fL  1 E ~fx ,L~ ~ ~ ,L  1 kJL2 C ZI* , let c be new and let h(a) = a, 
a @ Z~X, h(c) = e, and L 1' ---- h-~(L~) n Z~*(c U {e}) 271". If r(a) = {a}, a ~ z~ 1 and 
r(c) = L~, then ~- is an insertion on L 1' and 
~(L1, L2) = r(Ll') ~ ~fl \ -5f2. 
Thus {~(L1 ,L2) [L 1 ~ ~f2, L~ c s _C ~fl,Lf2, so it suffices to show that ~Sfl~f 2 is a 
full semiAFL. The corollary to the previous lemma shows that Lfl,~f 2 is closed 
under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets. 
Hence it remains to show ~*~f2 closed under union. If L 1 and L 2 ~ ~cfl,.Sf2, then 
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L~-  M~(,(L~,La)) and Le = Me(,(L ~ ,Ls)) for a-transducers Mx and M2, L~ and 
L~ in ~,  and L~ and Ls in ~,  Li C_ Zi+ , 3 ~< i ~< 6 and all vocabularies mutually 
disjoint. Then 
L 1 UL  e = MI(,(L 3 uL~ ,L  4 UL6) c~ (Z  a U Z4)+) 
u Me(,(L 3 uL  5 , L  4 uL~)  (~ (Z  5 w Z6)+ ) eo,d(,(L a uL  5 , L  4 UL6) ) 
= ~dd(L 3w La) ,~/](L~ v L~)) C_ ~flt~2. 
Hence 
~fle~f 2 _C J/d({e(L1, L2) [L 1 e ~fl, Lee ~})  _C ~lt,~.2. 
In the next three lemmas we show that insertion is a syntactic operator hierarchical 
with respect to concatenation. Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 are somewhat stronger than 
necessary. 
The proofs of all three lemmas run along the same lines as the proof of the Key 
Lemma (2.1) of [20]; similar arguments appear in [22] and [25]. I f L  = @(Lx, Le) is in 
~r @ ~cf2, then we have two syntactic expressions or factorizations of L in terms of @ 
and the form of @(L 1 , Le) forces a relationship between the two expressions. The key 
is to observe that, for the operator @ in question, L ied/] (@(L1,  {w2}))and 
L e edC](@({wl},Le) ) for fixed words wi eL i .  Then we set up a dichotomy between 
@(Li,  {we} ) and @({Wl}, L2) and show that if for all w e ~L2, @(Lx, {we} ) is not in 
then for some w 1 eL  1 we must have @({wi},L2)e ~~ 2 . The details are quite different 
in each lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. The operator 9 is in s D -- 0 o . 
Proof. Let ~a 1and ~ be full semiAFLs. Let L 1 and L 2 be strongly disjoint; i.e., 
L 1 _C •1 + , L 2 C Z~+, Z~ r~ Z 2 = r and L 1 r r =/= L 2 . Assume that L1L ~ e .W 1 9 ~ga~. 
We wish to show that either L 1 e ~ or L 2 e ~.  
I f  L1L 2 e Zf  1 9 5f2, then L1L ~ -~ (,Ji=l RiSi  for suitable n ~ l, R i E .Lf 1 and Si ~ ~qfe , 
1 ~ i ~ n. Let k 1 and h 2 be the homomorphisms which separate the vocabularies 271 
and Ze, namely, hi(a) = a, a e Z i ,  i ---- l, 2, and hi(a ) = e, a e Z j ,  i =/=j, i, j e{1 ,  2}. 
The basic idea is that if x e ZI* and y e Z~* and xy = rs, either x is an initial 
subword of r and x = kl(r ) or y is a terminal subword of s. In particular, if x eL  1 , 
y eLe ,  and xy is in some RiS i ,  either x ~ hl(Ri) or y e he(Si). Schematically we have 
either the factorization 
x[y  
Ri [ Si 
or else 
x [y  
Ri l Sr 
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I f  for each x eL  1 we can find ay  for which the first case obtains, we can express all of 
L 1 in terms of suitable R i - - the  remaining detail being the definition of "suitable" 
to ensure collecting only Lt - -and  so show that L 1 E ~1 9 Otherwise, for some x and all 
ofL 2 the second case must occur and we can show that L 2 9 ~ .  
Let 
11 = {i I S i N Z~* :/: q~}, 12 = {i l R~ C~ X 1. :/: 4), 
L1 = U hl(Ri), and I52 = U h2(S,)" 
i~l 1 i~l~ 
I f  wEL l ,  then for some i  9  i and z2eS i .  Hence 
wzlz2 9 R~Si C_L1L2, so w  9  1 and z l z  2 EL 2 . Thus h I ~L  1 , A parallel argument 
shows that/52 _C L 2 . 
Suppose w  9  i - -  s  9 For each z  9  there is an i, 1 ~ i <~ n, such that wz 9 R iSk .  
I f  z = ZxZ~ , and wz i e Ri  , and z~ 9 Si , then i e I 1 and zo 9 hl(Ri) C__ [~1. Hence there 
are w i and w z , w 2 ~ e, such that w = wlw ~ , w 1 9 Ri and w~z 9 Si 9 Hence i 9 I s and 
z 9 h2(Si ) C_[. z . Thus either L 1 =/~l  9 5fl or Lz = L 2 9 ~ .  
COROLLARY 1. I f  5a is a fu l l  semiAFL not closed under concatenation, then for 
n >/1,  S f  n is not closed under concatenation, 5e ~ ~ &on+l, and J f fo (~)  = ~)~ &an 
is not a fu l l  principal semiAFL.  
Proof. Since concatenation is associative, q~o.,(~q) = &~ By Lemmas 2.3 and 
4.4, ~bo.,~(~gq) is not closed under concatenation. I f  any &e~ is closed under concatena- 
tion, -9? n = _q(,~+l, and if any ~a~ = &O~+l, then ~e~ = ~am, for all m ~ n. Hence for 
all n, -LP ~ ~ -9? n+i. Thus ~e (~)  = 0~ ~ is not a full principal semiAFL. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let L i and L z be strongly disjoint and let ~ and .~2 be ful l  semiAFLs.  
I f  L1L ~ 9 ~1~,  then 
(1) Either L 1 9 ~ or L~ 9 ~ 9 ~'q~l , and 
(2) Either L 2 9 ~ or L~ 9 ~ 9 ~q~2 . 
Proof. We shall show (1); the proof of (2) is symmetric. 
Let L i _C Zl+ , L 2 _C 272+ , Z 1 ("1 Z 2 = ~. I f  L IL  2 9 s  then L IL  2 = r(L) for 
L C Zz*(T U {e)) Z3*, Z 3 C~ T = ~, L 9 ~qx, Z 1 k.J Z 2 C Z3, "r(a) = {a), a r T, and 
z(c) 9 ~ for c 9 T. We can assume that e r ~-(c) for c e T. Let h 1 and hz again be the 
distinguishing homorphisms, h i (a )= a, a e Z i ,  i  9  2), and hi(a ) = e, a  9  Z~, 
i ve j ,  i, j e {1, 2). Also let hi(c ) = e, c 9 T. 
The proof follows the same lines as the proof of the previous lemma but is not 
quite as clean. For x 9 L1 and y 9 L~ we compare the factorizations 
x t Y and x ! Y 
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In  the first case, wtcwz eL ,  c ~ T, and x is an initial substr ing of WlCW 2 occurring before 
any letter of r(c) for c e T; thus x = hl(wlcw2) e hl(L n Z~*c27~*) and T(C) n 2~z+ 4: q~. 
I f  the first case always occurs, we can express L 1 in terms of hl(L ~ s for 
suitable c and thus L 1 e ~1-  Otherwise for some x eL  1 and a l ly  eLz  the second case 
always occurs. In  this case, y = h~(r(c)) h~(w~) and h~(w,) = h2(wlcwz). Thus  we have 
y e h2(r(c ) n Z'I+Z2* ) hz(L n Z'l*c2J2* ) and we express L 2 in terms of concatenation 
of members of ~ and members of ~ .  
Let 
711 = {c e T I ~(c) n 273+ v~ ~}, and 
/'~ = U hl(L ~ Z~*c27~*) U hl(L ~ Z~*). 
ceT 1 
For c e T, let 
/'~ = h2(-c(c ) n Z1+2~2"), and L,  = h2(L n Z1"c273" ). 
Let 
cET 
Clearly i51 e ~v 1 and /`z e o~cfz 9 ~2Pl. We claim that L 1 _C L 1 and ['2 C L~. 
Certainly, hl(L n ,U3* ) = hl(r(L n X:~*)) _C L 1 . I f  c e T 1 , then r(c) n 272+ ~ ~, 
so L n s _C Z'l*272*cL'2*. I f  x e hl(L n 27z*c273"), then xwlcw 2 eL  for some 
wl ,  w 2 e Z'2*. Let z e "r(c) n Z2+; since xwlzw 2 e r(L) =L1L2 ,  x eL  1 . Hence/51 _CL 1 . 
I f  x e/_-,~ and y ~/`c,  then for some w I e Z'I* , and w2, w3 e Z3* , w 2 e ~-(c) n XI+Z'2* , 
wlcw a cL ,  and x = hz(w2) and y = h2(wlcw3) = h2(wz). Then g0IW2W 3e r(L) = L1L2, 
so xy = h2(w2) h2(wa) = h2(wlwzw3) e L 2 . Hence/ '2  _C L 2. 
I f  L 1 =/ '1 ,  then L 1 e ~q~ as desired. Otherwise, let x e L1 - -  I21, and consider xy 
for any y e L~. 
Since xy eL IL  z = ~-(L), xy = wlzw 2 for some wlcw 2 eL  and z e "r(c). I f  x is a sub- 
word of w l ,  then z e Z'2+ and wz e Z2*, so c e T 1 and x = h i (w1)  = hl(wlcw2) ~/`1"  
Since x is not in s  x must  extend into z. Hence w I e 271" and z e Z1+272". Then  
y = h2(wlzw., ) = h2(zw2) = h~(z)h.z(wlcw2), since hz(wlcw2) = h2(w~) , and so 
y e/ 'cL c C / '~ .  Hence either L 1 =/ '1  e ~1 orL2 =/~-'2 e c~~ 2 9 54' 1. 
COROLLARY ]. Let L C Z * - 1 , c (~ Z 1 . Let ~1,  ~ be fu l l  semiAFLs.  Let n, m ~ 1. 
I f  (Lc) "+~ e ~ ,~ then either (Lc) '~ e ~ or (Lc) m e ~ 0 ~ and 5~ 1 9 ~q~2 . I f  
nq - rn~3,  Le~u~.  
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COROLLARY 2. l f  L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint and ~1 and ~ are full semiAFLs, 
then if ,(L 1 , L2) 9 ~ ,~,  
(1) L l 9 -Z'l or L 2 9 ~ O ~ and ~ 9 ~ , and 
(2) L 2 9 s or L 1 9 ~ 0 -~2 and ~ 0 -~ . 
Proof. I f  L 1 _C 271",L2 C 272", and 271 n 272 =r  then L1L 2 = ,(L 1 ,L2) n 271"27a*, 
and L2L i = ~(L1, L2) ~ 272"2i*. 
Remark. Lemma 4.5 is not as clean as Lemma 4.4 but cannot be strengthened. 
We cannot substitute " ( I ' )L  i E-W 1 or L 2 9 ~"  for (1) in Lemma 4.5. For example, 
let -,W i and .o9a 3 be incomparable full AFLs and let A, B, C, D be four mutually strongly 
disjoint languages uch that A, D 9 ~ --  ~ and B, C 9 ~ --  ~ .  Let L 1 = AB 
and L 2 = CD. I f  d is new, r(d) = BC, and .(a) = (a} for a :fi d, then 
L1L 2 = ABCD = -r(AdD), AdD 9 0~ and ,(d) e ~.  
Hence LIL 2 9 -~'1'~, but L 1 is not in ~ (or else B 9 s and L 2 is not in s (or 
else D 9 ~) .  
LEMMA 4.6. I l L  1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint and ~r is a full semiAFL then if 
~( L1, L2) 9 ~OLZ 
either L t 9 ~ or L 2 e LP. 
Proof. Let L 1C271% L 2_C272% 27 ln273=r  Let ,(L 1 ,L2)~05r  Then 
*(L1, L2) = ,(R), R e N, R C 273% and r a substitution with 7(a) 9 .LP for a 9 278 . 
We can assume that for all a 9 27~ , r(a) ~ r e r r(a), and 27a'a273* n R ~ r Let 
h I and h 2 be defined as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Ginsburg and Rose prove that if a language L is regular, then L can be expressed as 
L = Ui=i AiBt ,  where for each w eL  and each division w = xy of w there is an i 
such that x 9 At and y 9 Bt [1 1]. We need the converse-- i fL can be so expressed, then 
L is regular. Let f (x)  = { i lx  ~ At}. I f f (x )  =f (z ) ,  and xy is in L, then for some i, 
x 9 At and y 9 Bt ,  so z ~ A t and zy 9 A tB  i C_L. Hence, if f (x) =f (z ) ,  for all y, xy 
is in L if and only if zy in isL. Thus the Nerode relation s is of finite index and L is 
regular [29, 32]. 
This time, for xy ~L 1 and z  9  2 we consider factorizations either of the form 
x I z ly  
~(wl) I ~(a) I ~(w2) 
s xRz "*~ [(Vy)(xy eL ~. zy eL)). 
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or of the form 
/ z 1 Y 
~(~)  I ~(a) I ,(w~) t r(b) l r(w~) 
In the first case, z is a substring of r(a) for a e 2:3, and z e h~(r(a) n l~* l~* l l *  ). 
In the second case, z is a substring of-r(awzb) for two symbols a, b e I a , and z = z~z~za 
for z a e h~(r(a)), z~ @ e, z~ e h~(~'(w~)) and z~ e h~(~(b)), z~ 4= e. If for each z eL~ 
the first case occurs for some xy eL~,  then we can express all o fL  z in terms of the 
~"(a), and L~ e ~.  Otherwise, for some z eL~ the second case occurs for all xy ~Lt .  
This will enable us to express L1 as w A,Bi  and apply the result mentioned above. 
Let 
24 = {a e 231 ~-(a) n z '**z 's  r r 




T(R) = t(L 1 ,L2) C z~'a*Z2*271* - - ~'1", R 1 k.) R 2 = R. 
& = U h~(,(~) n 27~*&+&*). 
C~z~ 5 
ClearlyZ, 2 e ~,r I fc e Z' 5 and z e h2(T(c ) n Z'I*Z'2+XI*), then z = h2(uzv ) for uzv ~ r(c), 
u, v a 11", and xcy e R for x, ya( I~-  14)*. Thus T(x), 7(y) C 271" and 
r(x) uzvr(y)  C_ r(xcy) C ~-(R) = ~(L a ,L2) , so z eL  2 . Hence/5 2 _CL~. 
If L~ =/~2, then L 2 e s Otherwise, let z eL  2 -- /5 3 . Let xy ELa.  I f  xzy ~ r(R2), 
then xzy ~ r(x') -c(c) -r(y') for x'cy' a R2,  7(x') C_ 27a*, c ~ 14 ,  ~(y') C I1"  , and so 
z ah2( r (c )n  27a'27~+11"), ca  I 5, and z~/5 2. This is a contradiction. Hence, 
4&,  {~}) 2 ~(R,). 
If xauby e R 1 and a, b e I4 ,  then T(u) C_ 12" , z(a) C X l*12* and z(b) _C_C l a* I i * .  
Since a regular set has only finitely many quotients, 9 there are nonempty regular sets 
9 LetLt ,L2 be languages. The right quotient ofLt byL~ is 
Lx/L~ = {x I 3y eL~ , xy eL1} 
and the left quotient of L1 byL2 is 
L2\L1 = {x ] ~y EL2 , yx eL1}. 
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S~ ,..., Sn, T1 ,..., Tn, and Ux ,..., Un, and symbols a 1 .... , an, b~ ..... bn ~ I t  (the ai 
and b~. need not be distinct) such that 
(1) Rx = 0 SiaiTibiUt, 
i= l  
and 
(2) si, v ie_ (&-  &)*) 
a i ,b i~Z4t  1 ~ i~n.  
Ti C__ ~,4* 
By the previous reasoning, r(Si), ~(Ui) C 271", ~'(ai) : X~*X~*, ~-(bi) : X2*/t*  , and 
~-(Ti) C X3* , for i = 1,..., n. For i = 1,..., n, let Si = h~(*(Siai)) and Ui = hl(*(bYd). 
Since ,(L~, {z}) _C T(Ra) , clearly 
L1 : 0 SiUi" 
i=1 
Consider w 6L  1 and w = xy. For some i, I <~ i <~ n, xzy 6r(~) and a E SiaiTibiUi . 
Then ~ : oqaio@io~ 3 with ~1 E S i ,  ~2 ~ Ti ,  a3 ~ Ui so that r(otiai) ~ ~Z'I*~'2* , 
r(e2) C I s*  , and ~(b#3) _C Zz*XI*. Hence x ~ hl(T(o~lai) ) C_ S i ,  z ~ h~('r(aio@i)), and 
y ~ h~(r(b~%)) C__ G~. Thus L 1 is regular. 
Therefore, either Lz is in 02 ~ or L~ is regular. 
Putting together the three lemmas, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Insertion is a syntactic operator, hierarchical with respect o concatena- 
tion. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, insertion is the simple operator induced by L(L1, L2). In 
view of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6, it remains only to prove that L(L 1 , L~) is hierarchical 
with respect o concatenation. Let 5e 1 and 5r be full semiAFLs. I f  L1 s ~ and L~ e 4 ,  
L 1 t3 L 2 _C 271" , let c be new and let h(a) = a, a e I 1 and h(c) = e. Then 
L1L 2 = h(L~cL~c) -= h(,(L~ , cLac) c~ l~*cl~*c) ~ s163 . 
Hence /~ (2)~o C 5r162 2 . I f  L a and L 4 are strongly disjoint and L(Ls, L4) ~ oL~al,LP2, 
then by Corollary 2 to Lemma 4.5, either L 8 ~ oW 1 _ ~ (2) i~ or L4 E oLa 1 9 ~cP 2 . 
Hence insertion is hierarchical with respect o concatenation as claimed. 
COROLLARY. Let c~ be a full semiAFL. s is closed under insertion if and only if 
s ~ is closed under concatenation. 
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Proof. I f  5~ is insertion closed it is afortiori concatenation closed since insertion 
is hierarchical to concatenation. Then ~'~ = ~,  so ~o~o is concatenation 
closed. 
Suppose c~o is not insertion closed. Let L E ~('~Sf --  5~, L _C 271" and let c be new. 
By an obvious modification of Lemma 4.4, (Lc) 2 6 ~ 9 &r By Corollary 1 to Lemma 
4.5, (Lc) a ~ 5r ~ But (Lc) 3 ~ (~qo~)~, so ~qo~o is not concatenation closed. 
Remark. We can now see that insertion is in ~9 -- 01 but not in f2 D --  00 . Since 
insertion is hierarchical to concatenation and concatenation is in X29 --  00, insertion 
is in ~9 -- 01 9 On the other hand, let A and B be strongly disjoint languages uch that 
AA r  Ld](B) and B q~M?(A) (e.g., take A={anbm[1 ~n~m} and 
B - {c'~d" I 1 ~ m ~ n}; it is noted in [7] that .if(A) and ~(B)  are incomparable, so 
B q~d](A). Since A is linear context-free, AA 6J](A) [25]; a strengthening of that 
result yields that AA r d2(A) ,.//2(B) because J2(A) and J2(B) are incomparable). 
Let 5~ J2(A) t~(B)  and ~ = o/~(A). I f  d is new, then 
L :=- 4AA, B) = ~(A, B) A v 3 4A, B) = "4~(A, B) a v a ~(A, B)), 
where r(d) -- .d, and ~-(a) {a}, a • d. HenceL e 5~ but dd (~ ~1 and B r • .  
EXAMPLE 4.1 (Stack Languages). It was shown in [22] that the stack languages are 
not closed under substitution. Informally, the reason was that a stack automaton cannot 
go to the top of the stack arbitrarily often to take care of the words substituted without 
losing its place in the stack. This does not apply to insertion. I f L  1 and L 2 are strongly 
disjoint stack languages, a stack automaton can recognize ~(L 1 , L2) by working on an 
initial segment ofL 1 , placing a mark where it guesses it will be when it starts reading 
L 2 , then, if the guess is right, going to the top of the stack to imitate aL 2 computation, 
and finally, if successful, returning to its original place to resume the L 1 computation. 
The inserted L 2 computation can be done in a different stack vocabulary which after- 
wards can be left on the stack and ignored. Thus both the stack and the nonerasing 
stack languages are closed under insertion. The checking automaton languages are 
closed under substitution [22]. 
Thus the stack and nonerasing stack languages, like the checking automaton and 
context-free languages, are uniformly star closed. Hence any generator is an m-genera- 
tor. Intuitively, this means that any AFA representation [7, 21, 23] has a built-in 
"endmarker" in the sense that it can accept any language without "touching bottom" 
(i.e., emptying or reinitializing its auxiliary storage tape) until the end. 
Since the stack languages do not split, ~?o (stack) is the unique full AFL  covered by 
the stack languages. ~ (stack) must be insertion closed by Theorem 3.3. It must 
contain the nonerasing stack languages [22], the context-free languages [9], and, by 
Theorem 2.4, the bounded stack languages; it also contains all full AFLs contained in 
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the quasirealtime stack languages [22]. The identity of ~ (stack) is an open question, 
as is ~ (context-free). 
Using Lemma 4.6, we can make statements about s162162 (s ,L,r etc., as well 
as about ~/i,.~(o,W). 
DEFINITION 4.6. For a family of languages ~gq let 
J~(s162 = ~r and ~n+l(..~) = J~(~r ~,  for n /> 1. 
It is evident hat 
= U4(4 : ) .  
n 
We shall now prove an additional emma which, together with Lemma 2.1, will 
allow us to say more than Theorem 4.1 does concerning insertion, insertion closures, 
and the relationship between concatenation a d insertion. 
LEMMA 4.7. For all n ~ 1, 3s~ >/n such that if ~ is a full semiAFL, L r ~z~, 
L C_C_ ZI* , c r Z1, then (Lc) s. r j~(.La). Further, (Lc) + r ~,(.W). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, sn = 1 works since if 
Lc ~ Jl(.L,r = -L~ a, then L ~ .~a. 
Suppose we have found s n for some n >/1. Consider sn+ 1 = 2s, + 1. If 
(Lc)' ,  (Lc) c = 
then either (Lc) sn ~ J~(.~r or (Lc) ~+1 c .LP @ Jn(.W) by Corollary 1 to Lemma 4.5. 
Since (Lc) ~ 6 J~(oLP) by the induction hypothesis, either Lc ~ .L# or (Lc)~ c ~(.W), 
both of which are impossible. Hence (Lc) *~+1 ~ .,r 
If (Lc)+ ~dff,(~), then (Lc) + and hence (Lc)~ =(Lc)  + c3 (Xl*c)*~ are in J~(oW) 
for some n /> 1. Hence (Lc) + r dff,(~r 
COROLLARY. If .o~ is a full semiAFL that is not closed under concatenation, then 
U,~ *W'~ and Jff,(.W) are not AFLs. 
Proof. Note that 0~ *L~n C ~,(L~'). Take L ~ &a (3 .LP --  .L~', and apply Lemma 
4.7. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  .W is a full semiAFL that is not closed under insertion, then 
(1) any AFL contained in Jff,(oW) is contained in ~,  
(2) ./ff,(~,r is not an AFL and is not a full principal semiAFL, 
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(3) ~&//{t(& ~ is not closed under insertion, does not split, and is not a full principal 
AFL, and 
(4) if ~ is not an AFL, then ~Sg and o~(~) are incomparable. 
Proof. If L ~ #r _ ~o, L C XI* and c r X1, then (Lc) + is not in ~/~t(~) 
by Lemma 4.7. Hence Jr cannot contain any AFL not contained in &o. In 
particular, ~6Jn(~f) is not in JC]t(~) for n/> 2, so ~],(~) is not an AFL. By Theo- 
rem 2.2, ~/l~(&f) is not a full principal semiAFL. 
Since ~r is not an AFL, N~.//g,(&o)=/=d~L(Sg), and so by Theorem 2.1 
~&/C],(&o) is not closed under any syntactic operator. By Lemma 3.2, N6.//],(~) does 
not split and is not a full principal AFL since j/~,(&o) is not a full principal semiAFL. 
If ~ is not an AFL, then oq~(~) is not contained in Jr and afortiori not in 
.o9~ On the other hand, if L~e~- -N ,L  2~~ and L 1 and L2 are 
strongly disjoint, by Lemma 4.6 ~(L 1 ,L~)s (&o~(&o~s _ NO5o. By Lemma 2.1, if 
~e,4e c ~(~e) = ~e,  
then 
~(~,~)  c (~e~) ~ 
C (~o~e) ~Se 
_c ~(~)  _- ~ ,  
a contradiction. Hence 
~e~e - ~r ~ ~. 
Remark. Lemma 4.6 is stronger than necessary tosatisfy Definition 2.8. We cannot 
further strengthen Lemma 4.6--or similarly alter Definition 2.8--to eliminate the 
alternatives. That is, if ~(L 1 ,L2)e~O~q~, L 1 ~ or Le ~ ~ but not necessarily 
both--nor need bothL 1 andL 2 belong to ~9 ~ For example, ifL is a nonregular bounded 
language, then JC](L) contains no nonregular AFL. By Lemma 4.1, 
(~(L))  ~(L) C ~a(Y~(~(L))) 
c ~, (~)  
and so, if c and d are new symbols and /~ a renaming of L, then L((Lc)+,/~) 
is in ~#~,(d/](L)) and /, ~ ~2,(d~(L)), but (Lc) + is not in ~,(JC](L)) since 
dg((Lc) +) = ~'((Lc) +) is not in rig(L). 
The same example shows that the corollary to Theorem 2.4 cannot be strengthened 
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in general. If L a and Lz are bounded languages, clearly t(Lx, L~), is bounded. Hence, 
for L bounded, ~&//4,(J{(L)) is a full bounded AFL and yet contains 
(~&//{(L)) td/](L), where ~Sd](L) is a full AFL, and of course contains M~,(~/[(L)), 
a full semiAFL closed under a syntactic operator. 
THEOREM 4.3. I f  s is a full semiAFL that is not closed under insertion, then, 
(1) for all n ~ 2, s ~ ~(s  ~,(s is not closed under concatenation, and 
~(~)  and ~+x(Sf) are incomparable, and 
(2) for all n >/1, Jn (~)~ Jn+x(Sf), ~O~(Sf l )~r J ,+ l (Z f ) ,  and ~(s and 
~6~(.Lf) are not closed under insertion. 
Proof. If ~ is an AFL, clearly ~on= s  for n ~2.  Otherwise, 
~(~)  -- ~(s  4: q~ by the previous theorem and so s C J~(s for n >/2, since 
insertion is heirarchical to concatenation and s _C ~(Sq). Let L ~ .L, qt .Lf -  .o~q, 
L C 271" and c 6 Z'~. Let s~ satisfy Lemma 4.7. For all n ~ 2, 
but (Lc) s. r ..,r Hence Jn(.L,q) is not closed under concatenation for n ~ 2. 
By hypothesis ~(~)= .Lf ~ ~ts  a = ~(~) .  Since Jn(Z a) is not closed under 
concatenation for n ~ 2, it is not closed under insertion. If J~(~) = ~+~(s then by 
Lemma 4.1, ~(~)  t~(~)  _C ~n(~)  = ~(~) ,  so ~(~)  would be closed under 
insertion. Hence J~(~Lf) ~ J~+x(~) for all n ~ 1. 
By the previous theorem, ~8~(.~8) isnot contained in ~r163 a) for n ~ 2 and hence 
not in ,ffn+X(~~ If L 1 ~ ~o __ ~, L2 e jn+a(~9o) __ ~(~9o) and L 1 and L2 are strongly 
disjoint, then t(L 1,L2) ~J~+2(~ -of) - -~(~) ,  so ~+~(~) is not contained in 
~O~(.Lf). If ~+~(~z  _C~(~(~),  then by Lemma 4.1, 
~n+2(~) = ~+1(0~ ~ t~Z ~C [~(~(~) ]  t,~ C ~(~(~(~)t~o) 
= c 
= 
Hence J,~+1(5r -- ~(s  @ ~ for n >/1, and for n/> 2, ~+1(s ~ and ~(~)  
are incomparable. 
Since J~(.LP) is not closed under insertion, for n/> 1, neither is ~OJ,~(~) by Lem- 
ma 2.5. Since ~+l(.g~) - -~5~(~ -q~) # ~ for n ~ 1, ~5~(~)~5~+1(~q~) .  
EXAMPLE 4.2 (Ultralinear Languages). In [16] the ultralinear languages of rank m, 
~,  were introduced and in [24] the families of m-turn bounded languages, 
~o~.~ = ~ ,  were discussed. If ~ is the family of linear context-free languages, it 
can be shown that ~ = 4 ,  ~m = Jm(~q~ and ~o~.~ = 5~J,~(s the family of 
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ultralinear or nonterminal bounded [1] languages i dt~,(~). Since &v is not closed 
under concatenation [25], by Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, for each m ~ 1, 5a,,, is not closed 
under concatenation, even by linear languages,  C ~m+l, ~ is not closed under 
insertion, and .~,o.m C ~o~,m+l 9 
Further, we observed before that i f LcL  is in s a new letter, of course) then L is 
regular; hence ~q~ contains no nonregular AFL. Therefore, the family Jff,(~) of 
ultralinear languages contains no nonregular AFL. 
By Theorem 4.2, the family, .~.~ = Um ~ = ~0.//[,(~), of all finite turn 
bounded pda languages cannot contain .LP a @ ~ for any nonregular full AFLs 5e x 
and ~ and any syntactic operator @ (this clearly holds for ~OJZ,(~5(') if &v is any full 
semiAFL that contains no nonregular AFLs). The family of all finite turn bounded pda 
languages i a full AFL that is not a full principal AFL, is not closed under insertion, 
does not split (and so does not cover any full AFL) and does not contain any nonregular 
AFL closed under any syntactic operator. 
The families, o~ .... of (n, m)-bounded languages were also discussed in [24]. It 
can be shown that 
9 ~ ,oo  
finite 
~,0~ = ~Odf,(,//~({anb" [ n >/1})), 
so ~%,~ is a full bounded AFL that is not full principal and does not split. 
The families, ~n.o, of nested n-counter languages [24, 26] can likewise be obtained 
by using a syntactic operator, in this case substitution: oa~n+l. ~ = o~ 0~,~.  By 
observing that the one counter languages, ~1.~, are not uniformly star closed (if K 1 
is the one-sided canceling language on one letter, ~1,,o = ,~(K1) 4: -//[(K0), we could 
show that ,~,~ is not closed under substitution and so ,~,o, C ~n+l.o~ for all n ~ 1. 
5. OTHER SYNTACTIC OPERATORS 
We conclude by discussing briefly two families of syntactic operators. One is formed 
of intercalations, which are generalizations of insertion, and share all those properties 
of insertion ot involving Lemma 4.1. The other operators we shall examine are the 
replications introduced in [12]. Replications are the first syntactic operators encoun- 
tered that do not preserve regularity. The regular sets are closed under intercalations 
as are stack languages, but not context-free languages. 
(A) Intercalation 
DEFINITION 5.1. For k ~ 1, let 





If 2:in T=~,  k ~ 1, 
L _C U (r e}Z'l*)~, 
e~T 
and for each c ~ T, ~-(c) is a language such that 
T(C) C (Z~I*{C , e} Z~l*)~-a 2:1", 
then the intercalation of degree k induced on L by r is 
r(L) = {xxy x "- xty~Xz+x I l ~ k, 3c e T, xlc "" xzcxl+l eL ,  x i , Yi ~ 2:1", 
and yf f  ... yz_lcy~ E ~-(c)}. 
DEFINITION 5.3. If ~1 and ~ are families of languages then 
~a *k ~ = {r(L) I L ~ ~'r r(c) ~ ~ all c, ~" an intercalation of degree k}. 
For k = 1, an intercalation of degree 1 is clearly an insertion. For k >~ 2, we do not 
have a general analog of Lemma 4.1. We do have corresponding to Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.3 (and with similar proofs): 
LEMMA 5.1. I f  L 1 and L 2 are strongly disjoint, then for k >~ 1, 
~(L1)  'k "~(L2) = ~(~k(La ,L2)). 
LEMMA 5.2. For k >/ 1, the operator ~k is the simple operator induced by tk(L1, L2). 
For convenience, we can extend the definition of *k to k = 0 by defining t o as 
concatenation. That is, ,0(L1, L~) = L1L., and 0~1 ~0 ~ = ~al Q) *L~az 9 We give the 
next lemma without proof. 
LEMMA 5.3. I l L  1 and L~ are strongly disjoint and k >/1, then 
LIL ~ ~ ~(,k_ l (L i ,  L2) ) _C ~(,k(L1,  g2) ). 
COROLLARY. I [  -~1 and .W z are full semiAFLs and k >/1, then 
There are several possible analogs to Lemma 4.5. One such is 
LEMMA 5.4. l f  L 1 and L~ are strongly disjoint, Sf' 1 and SF 2 are full semiAFLs, k >~ 1, 
0 ~ 1 < k, and r = max(l, l), then if 
L1L2 ~ .Lf 1 ,~ .Z'2 , 
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either 
L 1 e ~ 'l G or L2 ~ ~ 'k-~ 4"  
Proof. We already have the case k = 1. We sketch the proof for k ~ 2 and l = 0; 
the other cases are similar. 
Let L 1 _C/1 +, L 2 C 272+, I 1 n 272 = 4- Assume LIL  2 = r(L), L e Gf 1 and r is an 
intercalation of degree k onL ;  that is, for some 27 a (~ T ----- q~,L C (.Jeer (27a*{c, e} 273")k, 
and for c ~ T, r(c) _C (273"{c , e} /3*)  k-l, and r(c) E Gf 2 . Let h I and h 2 be the usual 
homomorphisms, with hl(c ) = h~(c) = e for c e T h,(a) = a, a e I,~ and hi(a) = e, 
a e 2~,  i ~ j ;  we can assume /1  ~ T = 272 ~ T =4.  
For x e L 1 , y E L 2 we compare the factorizations 
x [ y and x I Y 
Wl ] "gl ] "'" ] W,~+I Wl l 2~1 [ "'" ] Wk+l 
In  the first case we have x- -h l (WlZ l )  for wac "" wk+ 1eL ,  zac "" zk~r(c  ) and 
wlz 1 e 271"212". In  the second case, y = h2(w.,z 2 .'. Wk+l) for w 2 e 271+Z2", and 
X ~ hl(WlZl). 
For each c e T we can define 
L c = (L /c ( l  2 u {c})*) ~ 11"272", 
and 
L ,  = va (c})*) &*G*. 
The usual arguments how that 
L1 : U hl(Le) hi(Lc) - L1 and /'1 e ~1 to G ~--- ~ I  C) G .  
c~T 
I f  case one occurs, then x := hl(WlZl) e hl(Lc) hl(Lo). 
I f  for each x eL  1 , there is a y eL  2 such that the first case occurs, then 
L1 = L1 e ~ 'o 4 -  
Otherwise, for some x eL ,  and all y ~L  2 the second case occurs. Let 
L = Z~I*s \ L  
and for c e T, let 
Then  q is an intercalation of degree k - -  1 on /S and/7, 2 ----- h2(q(L)) e .Lf 1 ~k-x ~qf2. 
Again we can show that L 2 __CL 2 and if case two occurs for x eL  x and y ~L~ then 
y e/S2 . . . . .  
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I f  LPl and ~'~ are full semiAFLs, h >~ 1,L C_ ZI* , c r S t , and n, m >/1, 
(Lc) '~+'~ c "~t '~ 
(Lc)" c Lf 1 'k-x -~a or (Lc) TM e ~x " ~k--1 2 " 
Corresponding to Lemma 4.7 we have 
LEMMA 5.5. For all k ~ 1, n ~ 0 there is an s(k, n) ~ 0 such that if s is a full 
semiAFL, L C_ ZI* , c 6 $1, and L (~ .Lf, then (Lc) ~(k.~) (~ ~b,~0,n(Lf). Further, 
(Lc)+ r U ~,~(.c~). 
k~l  
Proof. For k =- l ,  @,vn(.~)__ J,~_l(-Lf), so Lemma 4.7 gives us s(1, n), For 
n ---- 1 and all k, s(h, l) = 1 obviously works. We proceed by induction on k and n. 
Assume that we have s(k, m) for k and all m and s(k + l,n). We claim that 
s(k + 1, n + 1) = 2s(k + 1, n) s(k, 2) works. Suppose .o~ is a full semiAFL, L ~ .LP, 
LCS  1. and e~S x. Then 
(Lc) ~lk+l'") r q~,~+..(-LP). 
I f  d is a new symbol, then 
((Lc),(k+l,n) d),(~,~) r {P,k,~(cP,~+.,~(-L'e))- 
Clearly, 
(Lc) '(k+t'n)~(k'z) r O,k+l..(Lf) ~k r162 
Hence by the corollary to Lemma 5.4, 
(Lc)  slk+l,n+l) ~ ~,k+l.n( ~" ) tk+l ~,k+l.n(-~) = ~,/c+l.n+l(~). 
If (Lc) § ~ Uk .~,k(-~q~), then for some k, n, (Lc) + ~ ~,vn(..~). We obtain the desired 
contradiction by intersecting with the regular set (Sl*C) 'r 
Corresponding to Theorems 4.1-4.3 we have 
THEOREM 5.1. For k ~ 1, ~k is a syntactic operator [2D-hierarchical to rk-1. 
Proof. We already saw that ~o is in g2 o - -  0o and q is in 12 o --  01. I f  Lf 1 and Lf~ 
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are full semiAFLs, La and L z are strongly disjoint, and ,k(L1, L2)c &,e~ 'k 5a~., then 
by Lemma 5.3, 
LIL 2 E J/](,k(L1, L2) ) C ~ 'k G ;  
so by Lemma 5.4, 
L1 ~ "~Pl to 
By the corollary to Lemma 5.3, 
or L2 ~ c~'l '/,-1 ~'.,. 
(~l tO (~2 ~__ (fl tk_l,f,2 ~__- ~ l  tk f~2, 
so Lk is Do-hierarchical to tk-1 9 
An obvious induction on k, using Theorem 4.1, Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 2.2 shows 
that Lk ~ /20 --- Ok for h ) 1, so ~ is syntactic. 
THEOREM 5.2. l f  ~.~ is a full semiAFL not closed under ~kfor k "~ 1, then 
(1) any AFL contained in ~)t JC],z(,Sf) is contained in 2/?; 
(2) for all l ~ k, d]L~(~q? ) is not an AFL and is not a full principal semiAFL; 
(3) for all l "~ k, .~&//g,~(Sf) is not closed under t,. for any r ~ l, does not split, 
and is not a full principal AFL. 
Proof. The proof of (1)-(3) parallels the proof of the corresponding parts of 
Theorem 4.2 and is omitted. 
It can be shown that families closed under all finite intercalations include the stack 
languages, the nonerasing stack languages, the checking automaton languages, and the 
equal matrix languages (defined in [33]). The stack languages are not closed under 
substitution; the context-free languages are closed under substitution but not under 
intercalation of degree 2. Observe that [,)k ,j,:(L1,L2) : Shuff(La ,L2), and if L 1 and 
L2 are strongly disjoint, ~r a ,L2) ~(Shuf f (L  1 ,L2) ). For semiAFLs, closure 
under Shuff is equivalent to closure under intersection [8] and implies closure under 
intercalation. Thus intercalation gives us another example of a syntactic operator 
whose iterate is not syntactic. 
(B) Replication 
A series of operators called homomorphic replications were introduced in [12]. 
DEFINITION 5.4. If p is a function, p:{1, . . . ,N}-~{1,  R}, and h 1 ..... h N are 
N homomorphisms, let 
f (p ,  h I ,..., h N , L )  - -  {[hl(W)] ~ "" [hN(W)]~ [w ~L}. 
57U6/I-5" 
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For a family of languages, let 
~o = {f(P, hi ,..., hN , L) I L ~ ~,  h 1 .... , h N homomorphisms}. 
It was shown in [12] that if ~ is a full semiAFL so is o f .  It would be desirable to 
introduce a syntactic operator @ such that 4 @ 4 = (~1 v 4 )~ for full semiAFLs. 
However, such an operator would not be syntactic. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 can be shown 
to hold for @ so defined, but not Lemma 2.4, since (4  v 4 )0  = (~~ v (4 )0 .  
Furthermore, in order to obtain a simple operator we must restrict ourselves to func- 
tions p such that p(i) = 1 for some i; otherwise we obtain a form of reversal that is not 
simple. 
The best we can do is to define an operator @ such that 
4 | =(4  o 4)o. 
DEFINITION 5.5. If p : {1 .... , N}-+ {1, R} is a function, let v(p) = N. Then p is a 
reversal if p(i) = R for all i, 1 <~ i ~ N; p is a duplication if p(i) ~ 1 for 
all i, 1 ~ i <~ N. Let P be the set of all replications that are not reversals and let A be 
the set of all duplications. 
A reversal is not a simple operator, so we consider only p e P. 
DEFINITION 5.6. I f  p ~ P, let the operation on languages designated by p(L1,L2) 
be defined by 
p(LI , L2) = {(xY) ~ "'" (xY) ~176 I x eL1,  y e L2}. 
Let the operator p on full semiAFLs ~fl and ~f2 be defined by 
4p~2 ~- J/~({p(Li, L2) 15x E 4 ,52  ~ ~2})" 
It is evident that 404  = (~o 9 4 ) , .  For P e P, clearly ~ 9 4 C (~,~ (2) ~Lf2)o 
and hence pis simple since (2) is simple. 
For our present purposes we need a different •.
DEFINITION 5.7. Two languages L 1 and L 2 are endmarker disjoint if L 1 =~ r J- L 2 , 
and there is a vocabulary 271 and two symbols c and d such that c =/= d and c, d q~ 2J I , 
and L a C cZl*c and L 2 C_ dXl*d. Let D e be the class of all pairs of endmarker disjoint 
languages. 
Since ~/(L 1 u {e}) = JC'(cLlc k9 {e}), De is a complete class. We shall show that 
each p is in DE -- 01. 
For convenience, let p E P be represented by (p(1),..., p(v(p))). In particular, the 
function p with p(1) = 1 and u(p) = 1 will be represented by <1). 
First we observe that if p ~P  --{{1)}, then p satisfies part of Definition 2.8 in a 
very strong way because for (L1, L2) ~ De,  p(Lx, L2) has the properties of a c-finite 
language. We omit the proof of the next lemma. 
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LEMlVlA 5.6. I f  p eP  - -  {<1>}, (La ,L~) ~g2e, L = p(L 1 ,Lz) and ~9 ~ is a fu l l  semi- 
AFL  such that L ~ ~bSq , then L, L 1 and L,, are all in ~.  
LEMMA 5.7. Let p ~ P. Let L C_ Z'I+ , c, d r ~1 and c ~ d. Let ~L~ and ~o be ful l  
semiAFLs such that 
Then L c ~1 C:) 5e2 . 
Proof. I f  v(p) - -  1, then p = (1) ,  p(cLd, {e}) - -  cLd and ~lpL~,2 = s 1 (> s 
Hence L is in 5e a (:) 5a 2 . 
Suppose N : :  v(p) ~> 2 and p(cLd, {e}) =f(p ,  h, ,..., h N ,L , )  for someL 1 e 5(' 1 ()  5#z, 
and homomorphisms h a ,..., h N . Let  K 1 = {qo, q l ,  q2, qa}, 
11 = {(qo, a, e, qo), (qa, a, e, qa) i a e Z 1 VO {c, d}} 
k.) {(ql, b, b, q2), (q2, b, b, q2) I b e X,}, 
k) {(qo, c, e, ql), (q2, d, e, qa)}, 
and let M be the a transducer M - -  (/s vA {c, d}, 271, H, qo, {qa}). Let  
L2 : -  0 M(h~(L1))" 
l~i~N 
Clearly Lz E S a (:) ~ .  We claim that L 2 _CL. We need to show that M(hi(L l )  ) C L 
for 1 ~ i ~ N. Consider p(i) - -  R; the case p(i) - -  1 is similar but easier. 
I f  w~M(h i (L1) ) ,  then w~Zl+ and 3x, y~(221u{c ,d})* ,  z~L1,  such that 
w cM(xewdy)  and hi(z ) - xcwdy. Let a=[hl(z)]o(1). . . [hi_ l(Z)]O(i -a'  and 
[3 = [hi+l(Z)]oci-il) "" [hN(z)]o(N). Then o~(hi(z)) Rfl - -  ayRdwRcxRfl cp(cLd, {e}), so 
(dwRc) R = cwd ~ cLd and w eL .  Hence L 2 CL .  
To  conclude the proof, we use a sort of "fixed point" argument. Consider 
w~L.  Then w @ e and p(cLd, {e}) contains (cwd) ~(1) "" (cwd)o(N) u. Since 
u ~f (p ,  h I ,..., hN ,L , ) ,  for some z eL1 ,  u = [hl(z)]o(1) ... [h~.(z)]o(N). This  represents 
two distinct ways of dividing u into N subwords, i.e., dividing a line into N pieces. 
Hence one piece of the first division must lie wholly within the corresponding piece 
in the second division. That  is, for some i, (cwd) p(i) must be a subword of [hi(z)]o(o. 
Then  w ~ M(hi(z))  C L 2 . 
Thus  
L - -  L2 ~ Sfll 9 cS2 . 
COROLLARY ]. I f  L C_ Za+ , c, d (~ Z1,  c ~ d and ~ and oW 2 are fu l l  semiAFLs 
such that (cLd) ~(p) ~ ~pSP~,  then L ~ (5r 1 9 colic ~) v (s176 R 9 ~ln) .  
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Proof. I f  (cLd) € =f (p ,  h i ..... halo ) , L1) for L 1 ~ ~i  C) ~ and homomorphisms 
h~ ..... h,(o) , let 
L~= g M([hi(Li)]~ 
l~i~v(p) 
where M is defined in the proof of Lemma 5.7. ClearlyL~ 6 (~ Q) ~)  v (~oR 9 ~OR). 
Arguments imilar to those in the proof of Lemma 5.7 show that L = Lz. 
COROLLARY 2. For each n, m, there is a t(n, m) such that if  L C 2:1", c, d r I i , 
c ~: d and ~ is a full semiAFL with L r ~LP ~d c~R, then(cLd)t~o).,n~ r q~o,~(~)" 
Furthermore, 
(cLd) + r g JI]o(LP)" 
P 
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 4.7. This time we show 
that (cLd) t~"'p)w~l is not in ~o,~(~q ~)kJ [r R. For m : l, t(v(p), l) ---- 1 suffices. I f  
t --  t(v(p), m) suffices for m ~ 1, let t(v(p), m + 1) ~- 4tv(p) = s. Suppose 
(cLd) s c q~o,m+l(Z,q). By the previous corollary, (cLd) 4~ is in 
~ o (3 
c v (3 v 
By Lemma 4.4, (cLd)2te q~o.,,,(L z) V [q~p.,dLP)] R. Hence, (cLd) t e r163 w (r R 
[20], a contradiction. If  (cLd)se [~o,m+i(~)] R, then (dLRc)~e r ~ and we 
obtain the same contradiction. Hence s = t(v(p), m q~ 1) has the required properties. 
The rest of the argument is obvious. 
THEOREM 5.3. I f  p E P -- {(1)}, then p is ~2E-syntactic and in ~2e -- 0o. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.6, it remains to show that p is in g2~ - -0  0 . Let 
L 1 C c l l *c  , L 2 C d l i *d  , c, d (~ l i ,  c ~ d. Let s and ~ be full semiAFLs such that 
p(L1, G)  e 
Observe that 
p(Li ,  L2) ~- {(xy) oil) ... (xy)~ eL i ,  y eL~} 
= p(LiL2, {e}). 
Let ~ and d be new symbols. Let z be the regular substitution, ~-(a) = (a}, a ~ l i ,  
~-(c) = (~c, c} and ~-(d) = {d, dd}. Then 
p(~LiL2d , {e}) ~- ~-(p(LIL~, {e})) n R, 
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where 
R = (gc2~*cd~*dd) ~ "'" (gc21*cd21*d~)~ 
Hence O(cIqL, d, {e}) e JAf(p(LIL ~ , {e})) _C ~ lP~ [7]. By Lemma 5.7, LIL ~ e ~ (2) ~q~. 
Hence by an obvious modification of Lemma 4.4, either L~ e ~ or L~ e ~.  
Before summarizing our results on replication, we observe that, although the ~p~(' 
may vary for different p, there are only a finite number of possibilities for J/]o(~ ~ for a 
fixed full semiAFL 5r 
DEFINITION 5.8. Let p ~< fi if v(p) ~< v(t5 ) and there are 1 ~ Jl < "'" < J,(o) ~ v(#) 
such that p(i) = tS(j~) for l <~ i ~ u(p). 
It is clear that if p ~</3, then ~L,~lp ~ C L,('II5 ~ for all full semiAFLs ~ and 4 .  
We claim that for p e P there are only three distinct possibilities for d~o(Sf), namely, 
p -- (15, p -- <l, 15 and p -- <1, R>. Observe that 
<I, 15 (<I, 15 (L,{e}), {e}) = <I, 15 ({ww [ w eL}, re}) = {wwww [ w 6L} 
-= <l, 1, 1, l> (L, {e}), 
and so ~<l ,  1, l, 1 ) ~o _C qb<m>,:~(Sf), and in general q~<1,1>m(~cP) contains ~p~qO for 
all p in A with v(p) ~ 2 '*-1. Also, if p c A and v(p) ) 2, 5~<1, 1 > ~ C ~q~p~q~. Thus for 
any P0 e A with 
V(po) ~> 2, Jr176176 = J/g<m>(~q'qf) = U Jc2o(~'e). 
p~z] 
Similarly, <1, R> (<1, R) (L, {e}), {e}) = {1, n, l, R> (L, {e}), and in general 
9 <~,R>,,(~r contains ~p~ for all p .... <1, R, l, R,..., l, R>, with u (p)~ 2 "-~. If 
p E P, v(fi) =. 2v(p), and ,6 = <I,R,  1,R,..., 1, R>, then p ~f i .  Hence if pEP ,  
j~o(_~) C_ j/{<l.R>(.~f). Further, by the same reasoning, 
~*-q~ { l , R ), 5f C ~q~ { R, 1, R, 1) s162 _C q) < R,l >,a( ~q ~) 
so d2<LR>(~r ) -- JC]<R.~>(~LP). If Po ~ P -- A, either <1, R)  ~ Po or <R, 1> <~ Po, so 
~oo(~e) = ~<~,~>(~) = ~<~.~>(~e) = U ~(~e) .  
pEP 
We summarize these remarks in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let ~ be a full semiAFL. 
(1) ~ is closed under duplication if and only if ~ is closed under p for some 
p ~ ,4 - (< l>) .  




(4) .Z2<m.>(~ ) = U (d4~o(s 
pea 
Proof. We have already shown (1) and (2) and seen that if &~ 1_CJ2<I.R)(~), then 
Uoep(Lf~)p _c J]o.R>(& ~ and if ~1 _C JZ<l.1)(s then Uoe~ (~1)0 _c v/Z<l.i>(&~ Thus 
U (,~o(,L~'))~ , c ,/~<],R>(~,_~) and U (,//:~o(,~)), _c- ,~<l,t>(,,.~). 
peP peel 
It remains to show that Uo~p (Mr163162 is closed under <1, R)  and UoM (J/c~o(~q~))o is 
closed under (1, 1). We shall show the first; the proof of the second is similar. 
Let Lt and L 2 e Uo~p(d2o(.~f)),. We can assume that Lz and L 2 are in (d/]o (A~ for 
some p E P. Let N = v(p) and Lt =f (p ,  ht ,..., hN,/~,i), and L 2 =f (p ,  gl ..... gN,  ['2) 
for/7,1 ands in J/do(Gf ). We can assume thatE~ C Z'l* and[,~ _C 21~* and X I rh 2~ = r 
Let iS(i) = 1 if p(i) = R and let iS(i) = R if p(i) = 1 for 1 ~< i ~< N. Let 
L = {1, R)  (L1,L~). Let//1 ..... hN, and gl .... , gN be the homomorphisms defined by 
~(a) = h~(a) andes(a) = e for a e X 1 and//i(a) -- e andes(a) = g~(a) for a e 2~. Then 
L = {xyyax ~ [ x e f (p ,  h~,..., hu ,  f,~), y e f (p ,  gl ..... g~, E~)} 
=f (~,  ~x ,..., fiN , gl ,'", gu , I~ ..... ~ , ~ ,..., g~ , L~L~), 
where 
Since 
/3 = @(1),..., p(N), p(1),..., p(N), fi(N),..., fi(1), ,5(N),...,/5(1)). 
LIL 2 e ~Q ('~), L = U 9 
pep 
THEOREM 5.4. Let ~q~ be a full semiAFL not closed under some Poe P --  A. Any 
AFL contained in d/oo(.Lf ) = Upepd~o(56 ) is contained in 5Y ; i f  ~Lf is not an AFL, then for 
all p ~ P --  A, .o--~p.o--q ~ and g(~Lf) are incomparable. 
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, with slight 
modifications, and is left to the reader. 
Remark. The family of regular languages is not closed under replication. The 
replication closure of ~ is 
= = U U 2~ 
oeP p 
Then 56 is not an AFL nor a full principal semiAFL. By Theorem 3.4, 
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is not a full principal AFL ,  does not split and has no independent core; furthermore, 
since 5(' is not an AFL,  ~bs  is not closed under replication by Theorem 2.1. It was 
first shown in [12], by entirely different methods, that :~b58 is not a full principal 
AFL .  
I f  one defines the finite turn checking automaton languages in analogy to the finite 
turn pda languages [16], they can easily be shown to form s162 (clearly(l ,  R,..., 1, R )  
(L, {e}) is recognizable by a finite turn checking automaton language for L ~;  
standard methods show that the 2n-turn checking automaton languages form 
d] ({(wcwkf l  w ~{a, b}*}) [8]). Likewise, the equal matrix languages [33] can be 
readily shown to form 
U = 
p~.41 
the closure o f~ under duplication and are a proper subfamily of 5r Hence the equal 
matrix languages, .W', do not form an AFL nor a full principal semiAFL, and ~b5r  
is not ch/sed under duplication, does not split, and is not a full principal AFL. 
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